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THE FO~~ABILITY OF AERO ENGINE ALLOYS 
BY A. F. TURNER 
SYNOPSIS 
The alloys used in aero engine manufacture have widely differing 
properties and are subject to a multitude of forming operations. 
Unfortunately, there are many cases of failure occurring during forming, 
even though a specification restricts the maximum thinnin~ strain. 
Recently, difficulties involved in the formability of mild steel 
have resulted in the use of forming limit diagrams (abrv. FLD) to 
'explain these anomalies (KEELER, S.P. S.M.I., 1971). In this work 
a similar technique was applied to aero engine alloys. The FLDs for 
six commonly used aero engine alloys were determined by measuring 
the maximum, principal strain increments on.the surface of a sheet 
metal blank. The blank was deformed to failure by fluid forming, 
usin~ various dies to give different stress ratios. The maximum, 
principal strain was then plotted against the strain perpendicular 
to it, resulting in the FLD for that material. Further tests were 
performed \dth solid punch too1ing.and these results showed how 
various friction conditions can give rise to different stress ratios. 
The instability strains were determined and were virtually 
coincident with the maximum load condition. This allowed Swift's 
treatment of instability strains to be applied, after determining 
the work hardening characteristics of the material from uniaxia1 ,tensile 
tests. Unfortunately, the simple agreement was poor, but by fitting 
) 
the Swift relationship incrementally, it was found that an approximately 
constant work hardening exponent and anisotropy parameters could be 
obtained. Howeve~, the 12% er-Mo steels showed a variation in the 
anisotropy parameters consistent with the stress ratio, although the 
work hardening exponent remained constant. This implies that a preferred 
orientation develops at small strains in these materials. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The versatility of press working sheet metal has; allowed 
deSigners to evolve numerous, imaginative, forms and shapes:. 
Often, these designs are at the ai!.l1its~,Qt.:.the capabilities of 
the process resulting in high scrap rates and non-conformance 
of components.T~ overcome these problems costly modifications 
must be made to the tooling; punch radii altered, die radii changed 
and surface finishes of tooling modified in order to change the 
• 
,forming conditions. Empirical rules have been developed which 
assist in the design of tools able to accomodate these difficulties 
but dev'elopments continue to escalate resulting in an incomplete 
knowledge of press forming processes. Also, advances in the, 
development of alloys to give better formability have continued 
on an ad hoc basis; this has confused further our understanding 
of metal forming. 
~heet metal fabrications and structures are extensively 
used in aero enginamanufacture, since they can provide high 
strength to weight ratios, reasonably low unit manufacturing 
costs and high material uUlis,ation t an important feature where 
the material costs are high ). However, at present, the shapes 
formed have been kept very simple because of the uncertainties 
involved in pressforming, especially with the variety of unusual 
materials encountered. The further expense of tooling development 
for difficult shapes is too, large for the small batch si zes 
involved in aero engine manufacture. 
In the last thirty years, owing to the rapid developments 
in the mass production industries, tooling difficulties and 
ignorance have indicated the necessity for a greater understanding 
of drawing and press forming operations. The problem of defining 
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the limit to ·which a particular shape can be fODned still exists, . 
although new techniques and ideas have shown how the instability 
strains)which lead to fracture, vary under combined stresses. 
l{esearch, SO.l far, has been concerned vi th the more common materials 
used in tonnage presswork, viz: drawing quality steels and aluminium 
alloys. 
It was hoped initially to confine this present investigat~ 
-ion to the assessment of fluid forming. ~his process has been 
. . 
used for several years, in various industries o,ther than those 
cQncerned with aero engine manufacture, and many benefits have 
been claimed. These include:-
(i) less thinning, i.e. reduction in thickness of the material 
used; 
(i~) Lower tooling COlStS, because a so.lid punch is no, longer 
required; 
(i1i) closer tolerances. 
The prQcess consists of placing a sheet metal blank 
o>ver a cavity die (Fig. 51), then applying liqllid under p:ressure 
to the central area o:f the blank, thereby forcing the meul into 
the die.· "Wrinkling" of the flange is suppressed by the appli-
.-cation of a load from a single action press, which in addition 
must counteract the upthrust of the forming liquid pressure. 
It was SOGn realised that this requires a large blankholding 
lo~d in order to maintain a static seal. This restricts the draw-
-ability of the material for the high pressures used. The deform-
-ation of the blank therefo re, is predominantly liT stretching 
and failuDe occurs readily under the combined stresses. 
The general problems encountered in working aero engine 
alloys also apply in the fluid forming of theine The marked effects 
-2-· 
of friction in sheet metal forming have been identified and the 
advantages expected would be those depending on lo,w frictional 
forces; these are n~rmally restricted to stretching operations. 
The other major difference between the use of a fluid punch 
and a solid punch is that the clearance that exists between the 
punch and blank is essentially zero for the former technique. 
Because this proces~ is mainly one of stretching, the 
major limitation is the ons et a,f tearing; although there is an 
Aerro Quality Virectorate, process specification which restricts 
the amount of thinning which is permissible for aero engine 
components. Hence the recently perfected techniques of assessing 
formability limits under combined stresses and deriving forming 
limit diagrams can be extended to hydraulic fluid forming and 
comparisons made with solid punch tooling. The effects of thinning 
restrictions must also be conSidered, since the forming limit 
diagram ( FLD) generally shows instability conditions which result 
in much greater thickness strains. 
Unfortunately, the forming limit diagram is not , 
completely understood, despite its great value as a semi-empirical 
tool in metal forming. Various theoxetical treatments have been 
applied, but the agreement has generally been poox, even in the 
well behaved materials such as deep drawing steels. This may 
be due to variations in the properties assumed constant, especially 
the work hardening exponent, n, and the aniso.;tropy parameters; 
, yet no attempt has been made to consider these deviations and 
their effect on theFLD. 'l'he commercial alloys used in aero engine 
manufacture have markedly individual properties, especially the 
high strength ferritic stainless steels, although their formab-
-ility properties are not widely published. A s~~lar situation 
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exists for the nickel based alloys where their physical metallurgy 
has been well investigated, but very little information is 
available on their fo rmabili ty. 'l'he yield criterion has also been 
considered as a possible discrepancy, but tids would require 
extensive, fundamental research, before being applied to practical 
FLDs, and is outside the scope of this work. 
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2.00 LITERATURE REVIEI'l AND DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS RESEARCHES 
2.10 EMPIRICAL WORK 
In order to establish design parameters of components 
made from sheet alloys, extensive studies have been made 
on basic sheet metal working processes. Bend radii limits 
have been specified, the maximum formability for various 
shapes . determined, and conditions for elastic instability 
(i.e. wrinkling) have been found. A wealth of information 
has been accumulated much of which is summarised by ~ACHS1. 
Unfortunately, the limits of the process by physical 
failure (i.e. tearing o.r cracking) do not correlate to any 
great extent, with the physical properties of the sheet metal~ 
Researches~ intor the straining path, by SACHS3, have shown 
that plastic instability (i.e. the point where plastic straining 
continues under a decreasing lo.ad) commences at strains very 
much less than those obtained in the n~rmal tensile test. 
This reinforced the view that the only adequate methad of 
assessing formability is by using simulative tests, i.e. by 
comparing pressings produced under standard conditions. 
"rhis lack of knowledge of the capabilities of metal 
forming processes made necessary the adoption of too,l try-out 
departments, where designs are tested and tooling modified 
until they are suitable for production purposes. This proves 
economical for large batch and mass production,. but the high cost 
of tool try-out departments in small batch industries, as 
in the aero-engine and airframe manufacture, where total 
lead times must be minimized, cannot be justified. In order 
to overcome the problan Ling, Tempco Vought lnc. have rational-
~isedtheir sheet metal capabilities and an extensive ,1 
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.development programme has enabled them to publish a formabili ty 
manUal4~ covering all of their metal forming processes. The 
geometrical parameters associated with specific o.perations 
have been developed. to indicate failure by tearing, or failure 
by buckling. Then by producing compQnents up to the limits 
a boundary curve can be drawn. These curves have been produced 
for all of the materials commonly used in airframe manufacture, 
and have resulted in a comprehensive treatment of airframe 
.manufacturing procedure. The results have been summarised 
in two papers5,6 concerned with predicting formability in 
this manner. 
This approach does give a practical indication of 
the capabilities of a particular process, but it requires 
erlensive practical tests and is therefore expensive. rurther"". 
-more, it cannot aid the development of component geometries 
outside of those tested and is applicable only under a given 
set of conditions (e.g. tooling, friction condi tiona-; materials, 
etc.). Neither does it indicate the mechanism by which 
materials farm, nor the mode in which they fail. 
2.20 ANALYSIS OF SHEET r-!ETAL FOIDUNG 
The increased production of the autom~tive industries 
in the Second Woxld War, highlighted the difficulties that 
can occur in sheet metal forming. Hence, extensive research 
was carried out by ~WIFT and co workers 7,8 culminating in 
the work published by CHUNG and SWIFT9 on the deep drawing 
process. Their solution to the deep drawing problem was not 
entirely original in that their work consisted of setting up 
equilibrium and compatibility eq~ations (assuming isotropy 
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and constancy of volume) for the various stress situations at 
any point in the dral'1. By using the Levy-Lode strain increment 
relationships ~dth an'empirical equation for the represent-
-ative stress strain curve, and the Von Mises criterion, they 
were able to obtain reiterative, incremental solutions which 
could be superimposed to give the complete stress-strain 
relationships at any point in the draw. The experimental 
resul ts were extensive and although the agreement was not 
perfect, they provided both theoretical and practical evidence 
to indicate the effect of drawing the material around the 
die·radius. These results cannot predict the limits of the 
drawing process although attemPts=~ere made to calculate the 
limi ting draw ratiolO (LDR) 1. e. the ratio: of th~ circular 
blank diameter to the die diameter into which it can just 
be drawn, before failure occurs; however, these were unsuccessful. 
Swift's calculations assummed isotropy, ~lhereas~ many works'. 
have found that anisotropy plays a major role in the deep 
drawing processesll ,12,13. To use an aniso;tropic model for the 
yield criterion would requi~e a complicated analysis which 
would be more difficult to solve, and ,rould probably yield no 
further information. This earlier work on deep- drawing has::: 
been adequately reviewed by ALEXANDER14 who developed Swift's 
theory in terms of the principal tensile stresses, whereas. 
the o.riginal salu tion was developed in terms of the maximum 
~ 
shear stress·es. An attempt to simplify the complicated reiterative 
solution of Swift by HARLOW,15 gave estimates of the maximum 
load for particular geometries, but did not indicate the stress 
distribution, which is most important in attempting to define 
failure sites. 
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Earlier work by HILLl6 and THUMASl7 allowed MELLORl8 
to apply,.similar techniques to the solution of the stretch 
forming by hydrostatically bulging axisymmetrica~sheet metal 
specimens. Becau~~ of the less complicated analysis of this 
case ~i.e. only one equilibrium equation is required and there 
is no assumption of superposition of stresses far differing 
equilibrium equations), MELLORl9 was able to determine the 
maximum load condition during straining, from which he was 
able to calculate the failure limit ~f the bUlge. Reasonable 
agreement was obtained although the assumption of instability 
occurring at maximum load can be challenged. 
strict analyses of the radial drawing case, drawing 
with a hemispherical punch, stretch forming with a solid punch 
and hydrostatic bulging into. a circular die, were sQ)lved by 
W0020,21,22,23.. Incremental solutions were obtained with 
no assumption made for proportional loading. An interesting 
point included in lioa's method which could nQ;t be incorpo.rated 
in the superposition method of Swift, was the preliminary 
stretching of the material between the die and punch which 
strongly influences the onset of failure. ~ome clearance is 
always allowed so that the compressed metal at. the rim of the 
blank, which is consequently thicker, can be drawn without 
"ironing" ( i.e. the clearance between the punch and the die 
is less than the metal thickness). Also, his analysis for the 
deep drawing case can account for the biaxial stretching over 
the punch radius and the nose of the punch; areas where failure 
of the draw is often induced. The effects Q;f clearance, and 
the effect of the initial stretched formed region have been 
investigated to attempt to show how the initial strain effects 
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I 
the: failure of the draw17 , 24. 
Al though WOOl'S analyses agree well with his experimental 
findings, they do not allow the prediction of failure by tearing, 
for a particular set of forming conditions. Furthermore, they 
can only be applied to simple,. symmetrical shapes, otherwise 
several equations of eq~Qibrium become necessary for the various 
areas of the pressing and compatible bo,undary conditions: would 
have to be determined. 
The limits of a pressing are not governed s02ely , 
by mechanical failure i.e. tearing. Rejection of high accuracy 
pressings can occur if the "springback" is too: large. Springback 
is the elastic deformation of the sheet tending to restore ,t 
to its original shape. The total solution for the strain in 
pressing, inclusive of the elastic deformation, would be very 
26 
complex, although WOO and MARSHALL have attempted such a 
calculation for the stretch forming of simple bends. 
"Wrinkling" is another factor which can limit the 
drawabili ty of a material to produce a component. Wrinkling 
is a manifestation' of elastic instability during deep drawing. 
The flange of a deep drawn component collapses by buckling 
when the magnitude of the radial drawing stress exceeds a 
certain critical value. GECKLER27 proposed a simple condition 
~ 
for wrinkling, which was further refined by ~ENIOR28. He was 
able to indicate the instability condition for the various 
methods used to control wrinkling i.e. spring b1ankho1ders, 
bolt-down b1ankholders and hydraulic blarikholders. 
other forming limits can also exist. lror example, 
for steel panels which are to be painted, incidence of stretcher 
strain markings determines the limit.' Similarly for highly 
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stressed applications, any localised reduction in thickness 
of the c~mponent could cause premature failure. 
However, the major forming limit, in general, is 
the mechanical f~~lure of a pressing in the form 0.£ a tear. 
Al though the previous methods of analysis allow the stress and 
strain distribution to be found, they all have difficulty 
in assessing the failure limit determined by the maximum 
deformation before fracture. The complication of the mathematics 
has caused workers in this field to resort to simulative testing 
as a means of quickly determining the formabili ty characteristics 
of the material. 
2 .. 30 SIMULATIVE TESTInG OF SHEET METAL 
The simple simulative tests for assessing the formability 
of sheet metal are numerous, and have been discussed at length 
in text and review articles22,30,3l. However, these tests 
show little effect of the formabilityof the materials, but 
they have been used. with success in determining the effects 
of forming variables such as friction and tooling materials. 
M 
They do indicat~ a c~parative effect of formability and are 
often stipulated as an acceptance test by sheet metal users. 
One of the most common tests is the Erichsen cupping 
test, which consists of stretch forming a firmly clamped 
blank with a ~emispherical punch. The conditionBjofthe test 
have been standardised and the height of the dame . thus formed, 
is known as the ~richsen number29 ,30. The test is relatively 
Simple, but is strongly prone to frictional effects, These 
result in failure occurring in the side of the cup instead 
of the pole;: hence the results can be irreproducible. An 
investigation into the Erichsen test by KAFTANOGLU and ALEXANDER32 
) 
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attempted to exp:lain- the deformation theoretically. They 
showed that, in the standard l!:richsen test, drawing o,f the 
material could occur, and would effect the resulting Erichsen 
number markedly. They concluded that the only reproducible 
," 
method was to use a'serrated blankholder, or incorporate 
a large draw bead in the b1ankholder. Further investigations 
by YOKAI and ALEXANDER33 considered the effects of friction 
on the draw-in that occurred. They assessed the coefficient 
of friction by the extent of the draw and used this to obtain" 
a modified Erichsen number which assummed no drawing of the 
metal. 
~or the case where there is to be an extensive 
drat-i, i.e. pure drawing of the material between the blankholder 
'and the die, the ~wift cupping test is used. This consists 
of drawing a sheet metal blank, into a circular die, using 
a flat bottomed, cylindrical punch; the conditions of the 
test have been standardised in an attempt to obtain reproducibility. 
The usual parameter used to express the extent of draldng of 
a particular material is the L.D.R. (as defined in the previous 
section). In order to understand the process mare fully, 
attempts have been made to investigate the process experimentally34 
so that deviations from Swift's analysis may be explained. 
WALLACE25, who was concerned with devising a suitable test 
procedure for deep drawing, found irreproducible L.D.R.s on 
changing the material thickness; he concluded that specific 
die diameters were necessary, for particular thickness ranges, 
if comparable L.D.R.s were to be obtained. ~'1ARWICK and 
ALEXANDER35 also found ~ difficulties in that they were 
unable to predict the L.D.R. from the s"tress-strain curve in 
-11-
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simple tension even though they tried several criterion for 
failure. 
The lack of understanding, however, has not prevented 
the use of simulative tests in assessing some variables which 
effect sheet metal working. PEARCES2 has used the ~hlift test 
to assess the effects on Luder's strains of the cleanliness 
of steel sheet. HEYER and NEWBy36 have also shown that such 
tests can be used with some success, in the selection of materials 
forpressings. Other factors have been discussed by WALLACE37 • 
Most investigations have been concerned with the effects of 
friction, however WILSON38 has discussed how lubrication can 
affect formability in sheet metal, and how the surface topo-
-graphy in different parts of a dra1YIl cup .L.S· affected by 
various lubricants; the effect of increasing t:ie punch speed 
on the pick-up of material by the die, was also considered. 
~rther work by FOGG39 distinguishes the different requirements 
for lubrication in drawing and stretch forming operations. 
~OCCACCI040 has also used simulative tests to show how deep 
drawing can be improved with the use of polythene sheet lubricant. 
Little experimental work has been performed to assess the 
inherent friction due to the tooling, although empirical press 
tool material selection has been reviewed by ~HAW4l. Simple 
drawing tests have been used to show the benefits that can 
be obtained from a high anisotropy of mechanical properties1l,12. 
-Correlations have been obtained between the R-value, determined 
ftom the simple tensile test30 and the L.D.R. for pure drawing. 
A high R-value implies that the material is resistant to thinning 
and is therefore advantageous in deep drawing. This anisotropy 
also gives rise to earing of the finished cup and because of 
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the high degree of plastic deformation that can occur during 
drawing, the extent of earing is not always related to the 
initial K-value as m~asured in simple tension42 • The effect 
of plastic anisotropy also has manifestations in the flange 
wrinkling behaviour of deep drawn cups, as has been shown by 
NAZmI and PEARCE43• 
- Unfortunately, the simple testing of sheet metals 
by the Swift test and the ~richsen test, and many of their 
derivatives, -e.g. Olsen test, hydraulic bulging, etc. gives 
li ttle indication of the ~f1h~ta,~t- formabili ty of the material. 
El 
As KEELER has indicated, there are two extremes of pure s tretch-
-ing and pure drauing. }lost practical presswork consists of 
both combined stretching and draldn~-and often the simple 
correlation with either the Swift or the Erichsentests, or 
both,appears to fai1 35 • Other simulative tests have been 
developed in an attempt to overcome this difficulty viz. Fukui, 
K.W.I., drawing with a hemispherical punch etc. 30 but they 
still do not indicate the way in which a particular sheet metal 
is limited in the extent to which it can be formed. 
2.40 PLASTIC INSTABILITY AND FOmUNG LTIUT DIAGWIS 
A~tempts to analyse the onset of instability in sheet 
metal pressings,using simple criteria, have resulted in poor 
agreement with experiment or have been too complex to use in 
practical presswork. SACHS was amongst the first researchers 
to recognize that sheet metal formed under combined stresses 
could exhibit premature failure before elongations, comparable 
with -those of the tensile test, were obtained. By marking a 
grid of radial lines and concentric circles on the surface 
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of a sheet metal blank, he was able to measure the strains 
across the blank after incremental deformations up t~ failure; 
deformation was achieved using a well lubricated, hemispherical 
punch. By plotting the largest surface strain against the height 
of the pressing ~i.e. average strain) a discontinuity was found 
in the normally straight,' proportional .loading line44• This 
was assummed to be the onse~ of instability, i.e. the incremental 
strain at the failure site· was increasing at a greater rate 
than the ~o.le cup, until mechanical failure o..ccurred •• 
" 
The stability problem ef a re.und bar pulled in simple 
tensien is eften described and \-Tell understeed45 • Initial elastic 
deformatien is 'follewed by plastic defermation and consequent 
strain hardening, until the lead transmitted across the specimen 
starts to fall off and the straining precess becemes unstable 
as ene element ccntinues to. defcrm under a decreasing lcad, 
. 
while the others remain statienary; thus a neck develeps. If 
a flat bar ef metal is pulled in simple tension, a neck, which 
is diffuse with respect to. its width will eccur. b'o.r a sheet 
metal test piece,· instability cccurs in a localised greeve, 
inclined to the tensile axis, such that it exhibits zero. extensien. 
This lecalis ed instability is acccmpanied by a reductien in the 
through thickness direction although the width strain just befere 
and just after instability is essentially censtant. The mcde 
of failure by lecalisedfailure was recognized and analysed 
by HILL46 , but the effect ef instability in sheet metal pressings 
where beth strains are pesitive was net realised'until SWIFT47 
attempted to. analyse the instability cenditien (ass~ing it 
coincided with the maximum lead cendition). 
MOORE and WALLACE48 rewcrked Swift's methed fer 
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indicating the onset of instability using the anisotropic 
yield criterion of HILL 49, in terms of the principal tensile 
instead of the shear stresses. vENTER and DE HALHEltBE50 
used this approach to explain the effects of material parameters 
on metal forming under combined stresses, although their approach 
was rather incomplete and n~ exp-erimental results were given. 
They _only considered the effects of vlanar anisotropy and 
concluded that it only has- a marked effect in the tension-
compression range of strains, as in deep- drawing. MOORE and 
WALLACE48 showed however, that for non-planar aniso,tropy l R 
x 
I ay> the principal surface strains were always effected. 
Unfortunately, simple methods for determining the 
incremental strains at failure were not developed until more 
recently. The only method to determine strain at fracture 
was to calculate the incremental strains that arise during 
. 
forming ( using the technique of Chung and Swift or MelIor) 
and identify the point at which the failure stress ratio is 
- attained. Hence, all of the simplifications accummulated by 
the assumptions made in these analytical techniques, do not 
allow the calculation of failure strains except those for 
which the stress ratio is unity. BACKOFEN and KEELER51 attempted 
to identify_the failure strains for differingustress ratios. 
They introduced the concept of a Fo;rming Limi t Diagram (FLD) 
as a means of .illustrating the complex stress situations.: that 
can -arise in pressings, leading to their premature failure. 
By measuring the local increments at principal surface strain 
just-before fracture, and plotting the largest strain against 
the strain perp~ndicular to it for various ratios ~f the principal -
stresses ( obtained by changing the punch shape ); they 
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obtained a curve known as the formability curve which was 
represen,tative of that material. All strain combinations 
below this curve are classed as safe, while all pressings 
which result in ~trains above this curve are bound to fail. 
The practical applications are numerous. and have been explained 
by KEELER51 elsewhere; wider implications of FLD's have been 
discussed' further by NAKAZlI-iA53• GOODWIN54 has extended the 
e~rlY work of KEELER5l (which was limited to the tension-tension 
strain quadrant) -to include the drawing situation i.e. tension-
compression. 
To determine the FLD, it is necessary to measure 
the incremental strains just before failure. This requires 
an accurate reproducible method of producing a suitable grid 
on the surface of the blank. The techniques available have 
been discussed at length52 ,55,56 and it has been concluded 
that the electromechanical marking of a grid of circles,through 
a stencil, is the most suitable method; this is the technique 
used by ~eeler. Alternatively, various photographic techniques 
can be used57 ,58,59. Several methods have been proposed for 
the measurement of the strains both directly and indirectly. 
Direct measurements from the deformed blank include dividers 
and rule, hand held microscope and cathetometer. 1'he major 
indirect measurement method con~ists of taking a plastic replica 
of the surface; this may be laid flat, hence eliminating 
any errors due to parallax caused by the curvature of the 
specimen 57. 
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2.50 EVOLUTION OF LOCALISED INSTABILITY UNDER BIAXIAL TENSION 
S\iIFT' s47 analysis shows how the maximum load is 
attained during sheet metal forming under biaxial strains. 
However, in ductile materials it appears most unlikely that 
the onset of diffuse instability and the position of maximum 
load (on the punch-travel curve) coincide. Keeler has'shown, 
1 
how for. proportional str~3.ining, deviations occur from the 
. . 
load-travel diagrams, followed by evidence of a shear band 
in the pressing, before maximum load and final tearing are 
attained. 
60 MARCINIAK has propo;sed a the~ry to account for 
this anomoly and has produced a number of equations which 
must be solved incrementally along the straining path. It 
appears tha~~at certain values of particular functions, if 
an inhomogeniety exists within the material, i.e. an effective 
groove identified by the factor f= tAl tB' where tA is the 
thickness in the groove and tB is the thickness o.f the sheet 
metal, then the stress situation can adjust itself to give 
rise to localised instability in the groove. This results 
in deviations from the proportional loading line. I-iARCINIAK 
and itUCZlNSKI6l have solved these equations.., for the simple 
p~essing of lead sheet, and compared them with experimental 
results, for which they claim good agreement. 
, 62 63 SOWERBY and DUNCAN ' have reviewed this work 
and have shown how this analysis effects the stress path 
on the plane stress yield criteria, leading to localised 
instability a~ their intersection. VENTER, JOHNSON and 
DE MALHERBE64 have compared the theoretical results for 
various pressings in aluminium sheet and have not fo~d 
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very good agreem.ent, but they have attributed their lack 
of correlation to the inaccurracies in the determination of 
the fracture strain; A more detailed investigation of this 
theory was undertaken by AZRIN and BACKOFEN6S • They considered 
the effect of various artificial inhomogenieties by machining 
grooves at the likely failure sites of their sheet metal . 
specimens. As well as deep' drawing steel, they investigated 
the forming limit diagrams for a ferritic stainless steel 
and zircallOJY. Their method of. solution of l-tARCINIAK and 
'KUCZYNSKI's equations is described elsewhere66 • They also 
found po.or correlation of the experimental results with theory 
and the poor agreement has also been confirmed by PEARCE67 •• 
2.60 EFFECTS OF ~;ORK HAl{Dl'.:N1NG AND ANISOTROPY 
Empiricall¥, the FLD can be used as an effective 
tool in determining the effects o·f material properties upon 
their formability68. The effect of the major variables, the 
anisotropic parameters R and the work hardening exponent n, 
on the FLD have been considered in detail by wOODTHORPE and 
69 . PEARCE • '!'hese results. do not hOvTever, help to clarify the 
reason for the lack of correlation between the theoretical 
analysis o.f the FLD and the experimental resul ts. 
All of the analytical techniques used to explain 
the l!'LD have assumed that the work hardening exponent is 
constant, with respect to both the stress ratio and the 
extent of straining. However, most of the empirical equations 
which describe the equivalent stress-strain relationships 
.do not give a single valued n, and all show deviations. 
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JAOUL70 has considered these variations in the case of the 
simpl~ tensile test and has tried to correlate them with 
metallographic observations. The mechanisms whereby these 
discontinuitie~ occur has been discussed in detai17l ,72• 
The primary discontinuity has been considered to be due to 
the deformation being restricted to only a few, favourably 
orientated grains, whilst elastic deformation aligns other 
favourable slip systems with the tensile axis, until these 
also deform plastically, giving rise to a reduction in the 
work hardening rate. Further discontinuiti~s may occur when 
cross slip is restricted due to the pile up af dislocations 
in certain grains. These effects will un~oubtedly show on the 
l"LD and since they depend upon orientation, the aniso.tropic 
parameter K will also change, causing deviations from theories. 
PEARCE and GANGULI73 have also noted the variations of n 
for aluminium":'magnesium allays and have superficially discussed 
their effects. 
Anisotropy has marked effects upon pressings12• 
However, the only attempt to produce an anisotropic yield 
cri terion, to allow for the effects of anisotropy in the 
analysis of plastic deformation, is that due to BOURNE and 
HILL74. HILL49 has discussed this mGre deeply in his book, 
p 
but the consequences of the criterion are more simly presented 
1\ 
by rlOSFORD and BACKOFEN75 • EllLINGTON76 investigated the plastic 
stress-strain relationships with grooved tensile specimens 
using this criterion)which did not show perfect~agreement 
between the Levy-Lode parameters for work hardening materials, 
however. Bruu{LEY and MELLOR77 also investigated this criterion 
for simple tension and biaxial hydraulic bulging, and found 
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that it was not perfect. They were, however, able to olbtain 
reasonable agreement assumrping Rlanar aniso.tropy, although 
this was not justified. DILLAl-lORE et a178 have produced an 
extensive fundamental study of the mechanical -an1so,tropy of 
some common metals (Drawing steel, aluminium and magnesium). 
They have concluded that reasonable agreement can be obtained 
with Hill's criterion for steel and aluminium in the lower 
stress range but extensive twinning occurred in magnesium, 
which complicated its behaviour. At higher strains approaching 
- . 
fracture, however, the deviations were large due to the devel-
-opment of-a second preferred orientation and the criterion 
failed. A further paper80 explains the effects of preferred 
orientation and anisotropy on sheet metal forming. 
BRAMLEY and MELLOR77 , 79 have extended their work 
on sheet metal to consider the effects of strain rate on 
plastic defarmation, but their conclusions were general and 
could be deduce~from the effects on simple tension specimens80 • 
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,.00 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND PROCEDURE 
,.10 VERIFICATION' OF DRAiHNG THEORY FOR FLUID FORMING 
1. LARGE PRESS. A purpose buil t p·ress was manufactured by 
ROJlls-Royce Ltd. to perform the process of fluid forming (Fig. 
62). Th~ frame consists of a top and bottom bolster fabrication, 
bolted together with spacers ~ ensure parallel alignment. 
Two. horizontal slides allow a plate carrying the top platen, 
to· be pushed in and out of the frame. i1he top platen can carry 
the die. The machined cylinder casting is fixed to the bottom 
of the frame and a ha;le through the base allows oil to be 
admi tted. The piston is maae .. iIi. two sections to allow a double 
acting garter seal tOJ be fitted. A system is inco,rporated within 
the press to allow pressurised air to be applied to the top 
of the piston, to enable it to separate from the die more readily, 
l' 
and force oJil in the cylinder back into.,the rese:yo±r.· The 
bottom platen has a hole at its centre and is crosscdrilled 
to this recess to allow fluid from a second pump to be applied 
to. the blank. trarter seals are fitted at the_ sliding interfaces 
and O-ring sealaon static surfaces that are subject to high 
pressure fluid or air. Limit switches are incorporated to cut 
off the pump m~tors should the piston travel exceed 9mm. (0.375 
ins.), otherwise the air return system could be damaged. A 
10,000' p.s:.i. rotary oil pump, is connected to, the press cylinder 
and another identical pump.: to the oil inlet of the bottom platen 
for forming. The pressures are controlled by spring lOiaded, 
pressure relief valves and these are displayed on Hourdon gauges. 
2. TOOLING. A radial section af the die used in the preliminary 
tests is shown in Fig. 8. It consists of a hole, 101.6 mm. 
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(4.0 ins) diameter, bored in a disc of boiler plate (mild ateel) 
finished to 228.6 mm (9.0 ins) outside diameter. The faces 
were machined perpendicular to the bore and a 6.3 mm (0.25 ins) 
radius was machined on the die lip. The whole assembly was' 
polished wi th emery clo the 
3. OPERATION OF PRESS. For these preliminary tests, material 
was allowed to draw into the die. A blank was lubricated with 
deep drawing oil and placed Q:·ver the die. This assembly was 
placed centrally on the bottom platen, over the forming pressure 
oil inlet; concentricity of the die and bottom platen was ensured 
by cheCking with a rule. The top platen was slid into position 
and the assembly was surrounded by Perspex shielding. The pumps: 
were switched on and oil was admitted to the cylinder of the 
press. when a positive blankholding pressure was indicated 
( a minimum value of 80 p.s.i. re~istered on the gauge, giving 
a load of 1.352 x 105N), oil was admitted through the forming 
inlet and the pressure raised by the adjusting valve. At some 
particular pressure, leaking of the oil occurred along the 
blank-platen interface and it was necessary to increase the 
blankholding load to maintain a seal. The forming pressure 
was then increased and the blankholding load increased prop-
-o±tionately'until the required forming pressure was attained 
or fracture occurred. The pumps were then switched off and the 
control valves opened; the air return system was Gperated until 
a gap appeared between the top platen and the die, allowing the 
top platen to be pulled clear 'and the die and component removed. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. Several circular blanks were cut 
:from 20 s.w.g. (0.036 ins., 0.914 mm) stainless steel (code 
S/SCNT), sheet, using a nibbler. A blank diameter of 203.2 mm 
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, . 
(8.0 ins.) was used throughout these tests. These were formed 
f 
to various height increments and thickness measurements taken 
at previously marked points.~ieas':lrements were taken at these 
positions after forming , with a vernier height gauge. 
Preliminary measurements a·f thickness were made with a dial 
gauge mounted above a long l150 mm) po,inter. Having set the 
dial gauge to zero on the flange, the area t()) be measured was 
inserted bet''leen the gauge and the pointer; then by rocking 
the component abo.ut this pa,int, in tWOJ perpendicular planes" 
a minimum was obtained which gave the thickness at that point. 
The.shapes of the formed components were recorded with the 
aid of a Tempco template gauge. These thickness measurements 
were then compared with those determined from the theory and 
the results expressed graphically. 
3".20 DETEmUNATION OF FORHING Ln'lIT DIAGRAl,IS USInG FLUID FORHmG 
1. TOOLING. The FLDs der~ved initially. were determined using 
the fluid forming press: described in section 3.10. To do this, 
using fluid forming, a set of dies had t()) be manufactured, 
within which the stress ratio at failure varied. This was 
achieved by machining die orifices in the form of elongated 
slots, in blocks of mild steel, boiler plate, 89 mm (3.5 ins.) 
thick; each orifice had a 6.35 mm (0.25 ins·.) lip radius l-Thich 
was polished with emery ·c10th. The finished die dimensions 
wer~ determined experimentally, using S/SCNT as a control material 
so that a reasonable spread of points could be obtained in the 
first quadrant of the FLD. NAKAZlllA53 ·used ~lliptical die 
openings, but the greater complexity of machining was not 
considered necessary. Unfortunately, the stress ratiol of a 
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given die is a function of not only the die shape, but of the 
properti~s of the alloy being pressed. It is not possible, 
therefore, to quote a particular stress ratio value for a Ijc.l· 
particular geomet~ of die, although Nakazima did, incorrectly, 
." 
define values to his dies. 
2. OPERATION OF PRESS. A similar procedure to that described 
in section 3.10 was adopted for the stretched component being 
formed here, except that the blankholding load was initially 
increased to 1.69 x 106N t170 tons). This preven~ed the material 
drawing into the die under the forming pressure. 
;. GRID MARKING EQUIPMENT In order to determine the FLDs, 
it was necessary to assess the incremental strains over a 
pressing. This was done by marking an accurate grid on the 
surface of the blank, which could then be measured before and 
after forming. The techniques for producing such a grid have 
been reviewed55 ,56,57 and electro.lytic etching through a stencil 
was concluded as the most efficient metha·d. Electromark eq'llipment 
was purchased to perform this task, therefore, and suitable 
stencils obtained. The equipment consists af a low voltage 
A.C. supply coup~ed to a rocker, Fig. 11, which carrie' a metal 
gauze behind a felt pad soaked with electrolyte. The stencil of 
the grid pattern, Fig. 11, was then placed on the sheet metal 
specimen, and the rocker pressed onto it, so completing the 
circuit. ~his gave a tenacious reference grid on the surface 
of the sheet. An A.C. supply was used in preference to a D.C. 
etch, since an oxidizing electrolyte allows deposition of the 
oxide on the reverse half of the cycle, resulting· in a readily 
visible ma.rk with little metal remo .. val. A D.C. etch would have 
produced a deep groo.ve in order to be visible, which could 
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have Qffeoted the stress situation during pressing. The use 
of the rocker reduoes the requirement of the power supply, 
oompared with that required if the total grid were e1eotroohemioa11y 
marked over the who1~ area simultaneously. The aoour7aoy of this 
method of grid marking has been olaimed. to be betteD than ~, 
but this is questionable. The aoour1aoy of this meth~d of grid 
marking is probably of this ~rder, but the aoour7aoy of the final 
measurement will be very much lower beoause of the diffiou1ty 
in measuring the initial and final dimensions of it. The stenoi1 
design used throughout these tests is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
It consists of four oiro1es, ( nominal diameter 2.54 mm) in 
a square. The squares: allow rapid identi:fioatian of a partiou1ar 
strain inorement. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. The speoifioation of the materials 
used are given in Table 8. The two largest dies required 203.2 
x 203.2 mm ( 8..0 x 8.0 ins) square blanks, the oirou1ar die 
( die A ) required a 101.6 x 101.6 mm r( 4.0 x4.0 ins ).square 
blank and the remaining dies required 152.4 x 101.6 mm ( 6.0 
x 4.0 ins. ) blanks. The large blank areas ensured that drawing 
of the material was negligible; deformation being by stretohing 
only. A grid was etohed onto eaoh blank using the Eleotromark 
equipment. The blank was then positioned oentrally over the 
die and loaded into the press_· as previously desoribed (Fig. 51): 
The b1ankholding load was then applied; this was maintained at 
1.69 x 106N (i.e. 1,000 p.s.i. on the gauge aoting on a 22.0 ins. 
diameter ram). The olil pump for the fluid punoh was started 
vi th the relief valve fully open; then this was slowly olosed 
until the speoimen burst, at whioh point the p~ps were stopped. 
The failure pressures were noxed. 
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5 •. GRID I>iEASUREMENT. In order to· determine the principal strain 
increments after deformation, the major axis of the ellipse 
. (i.e. deformed grid circle) has t~ be measured and the axis 
perpendicular to:~hi~ must be found. Previous workers have generally 
used a low powered, hand held, microscope fitted with a I 
calibrated graticule and this technique was used far the initial 
determinations of the FLDs. However, this techniquahas many 
disadvantages some of which have been discussed by VEERMAN57. 
Also, with the lower stress ratios; failure occurred close to, 
the flange of the specimens, preventing the microscope being 
focussed on the defonned grid ah·the site of the failure. 
In those cases, a reading cou~d only be taken directly using 
a parallelogram scale and dividers. 
".30 COMPARISON OF FLUID FOruUNG \-IITH SOLID PUNCH TOOLING 
1. SUB fRESS ASSEMBLY. In order to compare the use of fluid 
and so,lid punches, a simple subpress assembly waS manufactured 
(Fig. 52) using a system similar to that of KEELER5l. The bolster 
(A) acts as a die, and contains a recess.' for the ~ch guide 
(B) and four ho,les for the tie bars (C). The die surfaces were 
heavily chilled to· provide a durable surface. The tie bars are 
si tuated at the corners of the plate (n) enabling a 10 ton, 
"Schnorrlt disc spring (250 x 125 x 12) ta, be compressed onto 
the punch guide, thus producing an efficient blankholder. The 
punch holder (F) is a sliding fit in the punch guide, and is 
recessed to accept various punches. For the purposes olf this 
work, hemispherical punches were machined from Meehani te (high 
quality, nodular iron) and Nari te (Aluminium-Bronze) • 
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2. OPERATION OF PRESS. A thirty ton, single action, press 
manufactUred at Loughborough University, was used to provide 
the punch force. The bo-lster, with the tie bars in position, 
was placed in the press. A blank was placed over the die orifice, 
and the punch guide was placed on top of this. The disc spring 
and the top plate were then fitted and the t~p nuts tightened 
loosely. ~pacers placed on the top plate allowed the spring to 
be 'compressed tal give ablankholding load Q,f 10 tons; the nuts 
were then tightened. The. punch was then fitted to the punch 
holder and· inserted in the guide. The press load was then 
increased until the required pressing was obtained. The punch 
travel could be measured using a depth gauge from the top of the 
punch to the punch guide, and the punch 10 ad was i'ndicated on 
the thirty ton scale fitted to the press. Remo;val of the sample 
was a reversal of the above procedure 
,. EXPERUIEUTAL PROCEDURE. After cutting blanks of C26" N80 
and S/607, to 177.8 mm (7.0 ins.) diameter they were marked 
with the grid pattern tas in section 3.20). They were then coated 
with "Ra'col IFL" lubricant (PTFE based aerosol, dry film lubricant) 
before being put into the subpress assembly. The blanks were 
defo·rmed incrementally with hemispherical, Aluminium-Bronze 
(Harite) and Meehanite punches. The load-travel curves were 
recorded as~; in Figs. 40 and 41. For each increment of deformation, 
the incremental strains across the maximum strain diameter were 
determined. Since the method described under section 3.20 for 
measuring the incremental strains was not very precise and t: 
sometimes difficult, a technique was developed based an that 
used by Veerman .. After deformation, the.;sample was cleaned and 
degreased using Teepol and acetone, respectively. A strip of 
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cellulose acetate (approx. 0.15 x 9 x 50 mm) was then dipped 
in acetone and placed on the blank over the area t~ be measured. 
By soaking the area in,acetone and allowing it to evaporate 
two or three times,. the acetate sheet \-Tas bonded to the deformed 
blank." when the acetone had completely evaporated, the acetate 
could be removed from the surface l'uth an impression of the 
grid formed on it. The technique is similar to producing an c 
acetate replica for use in electron microscopy, except that the 
acetate sheet must be thicker in order to reduce the possibilities 
of tearing when stripping off the replica; this occurs readily 
with thin acetate sheet. The strip was mounted flat onto a 8~ 
microscope slide using adhesive tape. This eliminates any errors 
due to the curvature of the specimen and allows higher powered 
optical measuring techniques to be used e.g. travelling microscope 
(the curvature of the specimen requires a large depth of focus 
and hence lo.w magnification, whereas higher magnifications should 
be used to obtain the necessary precision). This technique 
was found to be necessary ID. th the small grid circles:: required 
when working with small specimens. 
To> compare the effects of fluid punch and solid punch 
tooling, blanks were bulged in three increments into the circular 
die (die A), using the fluid forming techniques described in 
section 3.20. After each increment of straining, the principal 
strains were measured as described above. 
3.40 !o!ATERIALS TESTING 
1. PRELIIUNARY TENSILE TEST DATA. In order to correlate the 
theory with the experimental results, an empirical relationship 
for the tensile stress-strain curve was required. Therefore, 
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13.S.S. 18 sheet metal specimens were machined fo'r a Hounsfield 
Tensometer.' Laad-extension curves were determined at constant 
cross head speed of 1. 255 x 10-5 m/secs. (calculated value from 
motor speed and pull~y s~ze); 1.142 x 10-5 m/secs (experimental 
value measured by the time taken fo,r the head to move 50 mm). 
~imilar specimens were then mounted in the machine and measurements 
taken with a 50.8 mm gauge length extensometer while straining 
the specimen under hand control so as to· make more accurJ'ate det-
-erminations o,f the Young's Modulus and Praof Stress. The results 
were used to;. determine the true stress/st.rain curves (assuming 
constancy of vo,lume) and are shown in Fig. 66. These results were 
used to) f'orm a L~dwik type expression by plOitting log <Y against 
log t and the work hardening exponent determined by finding the 
sla-pe o.f this'; curve. These preliminary tests were only performed 
on S/SCNT, 0263 and TtCU, since it was initially thought that 
these materials would produce adequate results, but it was decided 
to> increase the number of materials to cover most of the range 
used by ltolls-Royce. (1971) Ltd. in metal fabrications. 
2. DETEIDIINATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. In an attempt to increase 
the precision of these results, 13.S.S. 18 sheet metal test pieces 
were machined from S/SCNT, S/607, S/SJ2, C263, N75 and N80 materials. 
They were pulled in an Instron testing machine fitted with a 
recording system which gave curves of Load/time af travel. The' 
cross head speed was maintained at 2 mm/min. for all of the specimens J 
By measuring the specimen over a 50.8 mm(2.0 ins) gauge length 
after failure, the extensions were found and the true strains 
and true stresses up to the maximum load were calculated (Tables 
9 to 10) and plotted (Figs. 18 to 23). An assessment of the work 
hardening exponent was then made by fitting an empirical equation 
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to. the curve as described later. 
3. DETERMINATION OF R iALUES. Because af the difficulty in measuring 
the width and thickness of the tensile specimens.: at the same 
instant, whilst pulling the tensile specimens, it was decided 
to assess the anisotropy parameters (R values) af the materials 
using the circle arc elongation. test. Strips 25.4 mm (1.0 ins.) 
wide, were guillotined from the shee't materials in both the rolling 
direction and transverse to it~ The edges were dressed with a 
smooth file and the circle arc elong~tian specimens were~chined as 
in Fig. 53. The 18 mm (0.75 ins.) nominal gauge lengths weroo 
accurately measured using a travelling microscope before being 
pulled to) failure. The gauge lengths were accur7ately measured 
again and the R values dete:rmined as. in Tables 23 and 25. 
Because of the extensive assumptions made in the circle 
arc elongation test, R values. were 'dete:rmined by direct measurement. 
Since it is difficult t~ measure the. thin sections accurately, 
a grid was etched on the tensile specimens cut parallel and 
perpendicular to the rolling direction of the sheet. These specimens: 
were pulled to fracture using the Instron tensile testing machine, 
during which pho.tographs of the defo'nning grid were taken. (Fig. 
6:7). By enlarging these, accuratELwidth and length measurements 
were obtained, thus allowing the thickness strains to; be found 
, 
by constancy of volume. The width strains were plOltted against the 
thickness strains and the R values found from. the slop'es of these 
curves. These results are recorded in Table 24 and the final R 
values in Table 25. 
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4.00 RESULTS, THEIR PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETA'rION 
4.10 PRELIHINARY TEST AND VERIFICATION OF THEORY 
Several initial tests were perfarmed to assess the 
metho'd' of' operation of the Fluid Fo,rming press. At first, 
the required blank diameter was calculated using standard 
drawing practice,i.e. the diameter of the blank-:was determined 
assumpi~g a 25% reduction in the blank diameter. Some stretching 
was believed to occur before drawing could take place, therefore 
a series of blanks were cut to size and deburred before bulging 
into the bottomless die at various forming pressures; the 
blankholding load was kept constant. The drawing reduction of 
blank diameter was measured using a Vernier calliper and the 
radius of curvature was found by calculation from the measured 
depth and chord length obtained from the bulge- profiles, 
Fig. 9. These results are tabulated in Table I and a curve 
constructed showing the blank reduction at various pressures 
/for constant blankholding loads. Several blanks were dral·rn 
off-centre, thus causing difficulty in measurement of the 
blank reduction l DB-DF/DB where DB is the blank diameter 
and Dp is the flange diameter) so an average value was taken. 
A theory for hydraulic bulging, allowing drawing, 
in of the metal,was proposed for the simple case of a symmetrical 
, 
die. The theory is based upon the method used by SWIFT, MELLOR 
and later WOO and is detailed in Appendix 1. 
Thickness measurements from compo,nent 3, Table 1, 
were compared with the theoretical calculated values. 
Unfortunately, comparison could not'be made accurately near 
to the die wall, hence the, variation of the radius of curvature 
with thickness strain could not be determined. Because of the 
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limi t.ed usefulness af this thearetical approach, it was 
decided nat to. continue further with this wQ:rk. 
4.20 FOruUNG LIHIT DIAGRJJlS ' 
The defarmed grids were measured at failure to. determine 
the FLD's. The paints tabulated in Tables 2 to 7 were taken 
from the vicinity af failure; several paints were measured 
as there was no. evidence to suppa,se that failure accurs 
anly where the values af both principal surface strains 
are greatest. H~wever, as the largest principal strains 
often give rise to. the same perpendicular surface strains, 
regardless of positian relative to fracture, the effect af 
," 
using all the measurements is small (within the accuracy af 
measurement obtained). The final grid diameters were used to. 
obtain the natural strains calculated in Tables, 2 to. 7. These. 
principal s trains were then plotted t~ give the FLD' S'; Figs. 
12 ta 17. 
The measurement af the grid directly, by bath optical 
and mechanical methods, does nat appear. to~ be sufficiently 
precise for the small grids used. Furthermare, differences in 
curvature of the specimens will give rise to discrepancies. 
Hence the results shaw considerable scatter which cast same 
daubt 9n the accuracy oR the canclusians drawn from them, but 
the general trend is not affected. 
The same dies were used far all af the materials but 
because af differing praperties (vi z. the anisatropy parameters 
and the yield points), different stress ratios occurred. Since 
the critical subtangent (see Appendix II) is a function of the 
stress ratio and anisotrapy parameters, the same die gave 
different, values, af (2' as well as € l' at failure and haS, 
different locations on the FLD. The die sizes were chosen to 
give a reaso.nable spread of results, but in the case of 'tj/607 
(Fig. 16) and S/SJ2 (Fig. 17) the results tend to crowd towards 
the origin. Because of the method of straining dictated by the 
die shapes, the instability 0 ccurred near to, the bend since 
the pole of the deformed sample always tended towards the 
balanced, biaxial condition, even when the length/width ratio 
of the die was large. 
4.30 TENSILE TEST RESULTS 
Ini tial values of the: wo,rk hardening exponent of the 
material~ used in the preliminary tests was determined by a 
logO"" vs. log~ plot of the results- obtained fram the Hounsfield 
Tensometer tFig. 6'1). Although a reasonable line was 0 btained" 
the precision of the methad was suspect since the elongation 
reco,rded on the autographic re carder was small, thus restricting 
the number of points that could be used. Hence it was decided 
to use an Instron testing machine for further work since the 
recorded. elongation could be easily adjusted to give a greater 
number o)f readings. 
From the load time curves obtained from the Instron 
testing machine and the initial and final gauge length 
, 
measurements, the true stress and true strains were calculated" 
assuming constancy of volume (Tables 9 to 19). The true stress-: 
-natural strain curves are shawn in Fig. 18 to 23, both parallel 
and transverse to the rolling direction (abrv. RD); the rRD 
was identified from the surface markings of the sheet. Because 
of the larger size of recording paper used in this machine and 
the fact that the time scale can be adjusted o·ver a wider range, 
mOlre precise results co:uld be obtained mo,re easily than from 
the Haunsfield results. 
In a:rder to· use these results in the theo:retical 
determination of the Swift relationship, it was necessary to 
define an empirical relationship for the true stress and strain. 
Initially, the simple Ludwik form was tried: 
n 
at = A€ 
By plottinglogcT against 10;gE: (Figs. 24 to 29), this does 
not appear adequate over large strains as discontinui ties occur; 
so it was decided to use the Swift relationship, which allows 
for a prestrain value B: 
The empirical constants A, B and n,· may be obtained by a 
reiterative procedure to) optimize the co'rrelation caefficient, 
but because of the large number of results used, viz. 20, it was 
decided to rely on an extremum method. Pawell' s method was used 
since a library computer program (VAO 2A) was available. The 
method is explained in .. :.detail in Appendix Ill. The final values 
of A~ B and n are tabulated in ~able 25. 
4.40 CIRCLE ARC ELONGATION TESTS 
A conventional specimen was used for these tests 
and appeared to give satisfactory results. The specimens were 
shorter than usual since the material was supplied in square 
. . i M fO '"->$, bt.t. 
blariks,. 200 x 200 mm. ( 8x 8 ins.) and it was ttne:'ole tOl obtain 
the required length of 300mm ( 12 ins. ) that is generally 
used52• The initial and final gauge lengths: were recorded in 
Table 23 along with the calculated n and R values. Some materials· 
exhibit an R value less than unity llhich seemed strange, but 
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it is probably due to the assumption made in determining the 
paramet~r . by this method, rather than an error in measurement. 
The justification fa·r this test is. described in Appendix V, 
12 based on the wo~~ by VHITLEY et al • 
4.50 DETERlUNATIOU OF R VALUES 
The method used generally for the determination of 
R values, is t~ measure the width and thickness of the tensile 
~pecimen during a teHsile epeeteeR &Qpiag a tensile test using 
micrometers:. ThiS'; was at t'emp.ted, but the results proved meaningless 
because the specimens used were only 0.559 mm ( 0.022 ins. 
or 24 S.W .G. ) thick; hence large errors occurred in the .. ~:. 
determination of the thickness strains. To overcame this, 
gauge length measurements and width measurements are often 
taken and the thickness strain obtained by constancy of volume. 
However, it is difficult to o,btain these results simultaneously 
during the course of a tensile test, unless the load is removed. 
Thus it was decided to obtain the length and width measurements 
by photographing a grid ( see Fig. 67) on the tensile specim.en 
during defo,rmation. The negatives·· were projected anto a screen 
allo:wing easy measurement of length and widj;h and the natural 
strains calculated as in Table 24. The width strains were plotted 
against the thickness strains and the R values~in Table 25 
foun~ by calculating the slopes of these curves. 
The accuracy appears good using this technique although 
same samples show deviations due to the camera being slightly 
out of fo:cus; this~ is magnified when projected onto a screen, 
making the measurements more difficult • 
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4.60 CORRELA'l:IOU WITH S'fIFT RELATIONSHIP 
Using the values of n and R obtained from the circle 
arc elongation tests; the instability strains at maximum lo·ad 
were calculated using the simple programme described in Appendix 
Il'. These results were then plotted as forming limit diagrams 
,(Fig. 39). These were compared with the experimental FLDs and 
sho-wed poor agreement. It was decided therefore, - to Hfi t" the 
clwift relationship to the experimental-,FLD incrementally and, 
determine the wo.rk hardening exponent and anis();tropy parameters 
which provide the minimum deviation from the points. This was 
perfo-rmed using an extremum principle and is described in 
Appendix IV, along \od th the programme used to calculate these 
values. The results uere used to show the variation of these 
parameters with stress ratio in Figs. 55 to 60. ~rroneous results 
appear in the calculations since the small number of pOints 
used in an increment, sometimes allowed an alternative minimum 
to be found. The size of the increment was adjusted until this 
occutred only occassionally i.e. the smallest incremental number 
of points was chosen which, produced consistent results. 
4. 70 DETERI1INATION OF rnSTABILITY POINTS 
Samplesjin S/607, C263 and N75 were deformed incrementally 
vi th hemispherical punches: of Meehani te and Nari tee The punch 
travel and load was recorded ~nnd Tables 20 to 22, ~ ive, the 
deformed grid circles meas~red at the pClJle af the specimen. 
The prinCipal strains were calculated from these measurements 
and are shown in Tables 20 to 22. Curves of the strain paths 
vere constructed (Figs. 42 to 44) and the load travel curves 
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shown in Figs. 40 and 41. Using the method of Sachs curves 
are 
of the maximum strain against the height were constructed for 
each specimen (Figs. 48 to) 50). Similarly, using the method 
of VEERHAN57 ,58 the maximum strain increment, € i (u), i'TaS ,plo,tted 
against the strain increment adjacent to i t, ~ i (v) (Figs. 45 
to 47). In both cases, only a straight line could be drawn 
(within the accuracy OJf the measurements) and'no discontinuities 
w~re present. To compare the. effects of punch material and blank: 
material during forming, the maximum principal strains were 
-plotted against each other, as in ./!'igs. 42 to 44, and the strain 
gradient (i.e. slope) during forming, was found. 
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5.00 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
5.10 THEORY OF PRELIr.1L'iARY 1IESl.'S (see Appendix. I also) 
Theoretical determination af the strains invO'lved 
'in axisymmetric,bu1ging is difficult and time consuming. Because 
. ,. 
of the extensive numerical integration in the calculation, the 
method is more readily applicable to a computer based solution. 
Ho.wever, there were several reasons for not pursuing this line of -, 
research. Due to the complexity of the analysis, it is very 
difficult to apply this technique to anything other than simple 
symmetrical shapes, such as circular dies. It is necessary to 
derive a simple equilibrium equation and obtain an integration 
path to which there is a mathematical solution. It would prove 
difficu1 t, if not impassible, to o,btain the equilibrium equation 
for any ather closed function, e.g. an e]ipse. Furthermore, 
other shapes: invo,lving discontinui ties, l'1ould require the boundary 
conditions to be defined incrementally. Such a solution could 
0JIl1y be so.lved practically by develaping a CQ.mputer programme. 
This:analytical technique has several other short 
comings. The solution ignores the Ba~schinger effect, and the 
validity of doing so must be suspect, especially '-lhen dealing 
with compound strains. No publications could be found relating 
the Bauschinger effect to complex stress states, but HOSFORD 
and BACKOFEN' s75 work do es show how the yield 1acus far plane 
strain conditions is displaced towards the third quadrant of the 
principal stresses in alloy materials. This omission is generally 
permissible where strains are large (e. g. in primary rolling, 
forging and axtrusion) compared with the strains arising from 
the difference between the tensile and compressive stresses at 
which yield occurs. However, in the biaxial stress conditions 
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encountered in drawing, the strains are much smaller and the 
change from, tension~compressiQ;n to tension-tension stress s-tates 
(over the bend radiu~) could chenge markedly. 
The analysis do;es show ho,w the material thickness 
varies over the bend radius, and this is in keeping ~dth.the 
analysis,. of SWIFT et a17 ,8. CHUNG and SvlIFT9 also, showed that 
the variation in the bend radius had little effect if i t ~las 
kept greater than six times the metal .thickness end failure 
over the bend radius was highly probable if it was reduced to 
less than four times the metal thickness. Thisc effect was demon-
-s~rated in a variety of materials (brass, aluminium, copper 
and steel):hence it was not considered worth\,lhile continuing 
this work far the high alloy materf:als used. 
5.20 EXPERnU1NTAL FOBHnm LnUT DIAGRAMS. 
The results used in plotting the FLDs show some scatter, 
although a.:;pr~cis:e-:;line was drawn through them. It was: thought 
that the scatter was" due to the measurement technique rather 
than material variation since several grid diameters often gave 
the same measurement i.e. the maximum principal strain was not 
singlec·.valued. Intthe case of the grid used in these tests, a 
a nominal diameter of 2.54 mm hee defo.rmed to! a diameter of the 
order 6£ 2.8 mm. Diametral measurements were made to an accuracy 
of ± O.Olmm. resulting in an accuracy'of ± 6% on each extension 
measurement of the o·rder of 0.3 mm. This implies a to tal 
posi tional tolerance, of a point on the FLD, of ± 8%. The scatter 
of the points is within this error, ·but this band is rather 
large to give accurate correlation with properties or theory. 
·The obvious method of increasing the precision would be to 
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increase the diameter of the grid circles; this would increase 
the accuracy of the grid diameter measurements. Unfortunately, 
a large grid diameter would no:t be representative and, as 
KEELER52 has shown, even in the' same position on a prijssing, 
." 
a larger grid circle tends to average the strain, resulting 
in a lower absolute measurement. 'l'he cha;ice of' grid circle 
diameter is, of course, related to the sizB of pressing and the 
smaller th~ pressing, the s~aller the grid circle req~ired in 
order fo)r it to give a representative incremental strain. 
Probably, a better solution to this problem would be to use a 
grid consisting o·f three, concentric circles instead ();f single 
or overlapping circles'. Then, by measuring these- circles before 
and after fo:rming, the strains could be calculated and a curve 
constructed showing the variation in strain with grid circle 
diameter. This could then be extrapola ted back to zero grid 
cIrcle diameter to give the. true incremental strain value. If 
this method were used, it would not be necessary to; use the 
integrated form of equation (:~) in Appendix 11, nor assume that 
the ratios of the principal strains remained constant during 
straining. 
In the method used, the strain gradient was 
demonstrated to be constant fa.r the circular dies (i.e. where 
the stress ratio approaches unity) and it was assumed that this 
would be true for the o:ther shapes used in the determination 
of the FL~s. The rolling direction of the material was aligned 
wi th the major axis of the dies and hence it is reasonable ta' 
assume that the principal axes of strain increment, were 
coincident with the principal axes o·f anisotropy. It is reasonable 
to suppose that the assump:tions; used in Appendlx II are 
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fulfilled and a comparison could be drawn between these 
experimental FLDs and those. determined from theary. The 
correlation is discussed in section 5.30 later. 
Those samples bulged into die E, the die with the 
smallest stress ratio used, exhibit failure close to the die 
.radius. The average strain along the length of the die (giving 
rise to the incremental s~rain E2) is greater along the major 
axis-:than it is towards the side. Since failure generally occurs: 
at a lo.wer value of the maximum principal strain (E i). as the 
value ofE 2 decreases, it is not surprising to find the failure 
si:te close to the die wall. The failure site could probably 
be moved towards the centre of the die by using a more rectangular 
shape of die. The only advantage in doing this would beta 
facilitate measurement. AZRIN and BACKOFEd65 have had a similar 
~fficulty in their work on reduced section specimens, which 
incorpo,rated a groove with semicircular ends, machined in the 
sheet blank; by changing the length of the groove, the stress 
ratio is altered, but they found failure to occur close to the 
edge of the groo:v:e when the length to- wilith ratio. was large. 
5.30 CORRELATION OF EXPERHIEHTALAND THEORETICAL FLDS 
The experimentahFLDs were compared with those derived 
from the theory outlined in Appendix. 11. The work hardening 
, 
exponent tn) and anisotro.py parameters (Rvalues) needed for 
the calculation of the theoretical FLDs were determined from, 
the circle arc elongation ·test (see Appendix. V). On comparing 
the FLDs from experiment and theory, very poor correlation was 
obtained. 
Both of the martensitic stainless steels: (S/SJ2 and 
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8/607) showed extremely poor agreement.· For low stress ratios 
('c¥ approaches 0.5) the experimental FLDs shQ;w failure strains 
below those predicte~ by the theory, \rhils_t for stress ratios 
approaching unity, the experimental strains are very much greater 
than the theoretical. Each of the high ductility materials.;, 
C263 and 8/SCNT, show experimental FLDs Clb""e the corresponding 
theoretical curves; the theoretical C263 curve appears to) be 
much la.wer than the experimental, because of the small.· n value 
and this may indicate an error in the n value from the circle 
arc elongation test even though this was checked. The Nimonic 
al~o>ys, N75 and NSO, were similar in their correlation to the 
martensitic stainIess steels in that smaller stress ratios gave 
theoretical FLDs above the experimental. At larger stress ratios.: 
, "-
however, the theoretical curve lies be/c."" the. experimental curve. 
From the results'calculated from this theory, using 
r'epresentative values of the work hardening exponent n; the 
prestrain B; and the anisotropy parameters'R and R; it can 
x y 
be seen that the shape af the theo>retical nD is not greatly 
effected by changing these parameters. The work hardening exponent 
n, appears to have the greatest influence an the FLD (Fig. 37) 
and small changes:: in the n value. (0 r errors in its measuremen t) 
would appear to have a very much greater influence on the FLD 
than changes in B, Rx Q;r Ry (Figs. 36 and 38) • 
It maybe argued that since this theory only predicts 
the instability condition it is_incorrect to compare predictions' 
with expenimental results determined at failure. However the 
high. alloy materials used, show very. little deformati.on after 
maximum load in the simple tensile test; furthermore the area 
of instability sho,m in the punch - travel diagrams (Figs. 40 
and 41), where the height of the specimen increases at a greater 
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rate than the punch load, is v.ery small compared with the strains~ 
preceeding it. Also, the experimental FLD wo,uld be expected 
to be constantly above the theoretical FLD. Using the better 
correlation of the f3tress/strain curve with the Sldft expression, 
the 'Hark hardening values. are greater than those; determined 
~rom the circle arc elongation test, which would result in the 
theoretical FLD being very much above the experimental FLD for 
most of the materials used. 'the agreement w1 th the th~re:ti:cSll 
.FLDs would still be very poor for the martensi tic stainless' 
steels-. 
The approach used by 11ARCnHAK and KUZCYNSKI6l to 
explain the difference betl'leen the instability and failure strain, 
assumes an inhomogeniety factor. HOi'Tever, this factor is defined 
as the ratio of material thickness and the thickness in a groove 
which g~es rise to lacalised instability and failure, and it 
is not considered to be a function of the stress ratio. Hence, 
its total effect assuming a constant strain gradient, loading 
path, will not greatly effect the calculated FLD determined as 
in Appendix II. AZRIN and BACKOFEN65 found PQore::ag:reement with 
I-larciniak and Ku zcyn ski 's theory but they ShOl'l the strong effect 
. 81 
of loading path on the failure of sheet metal pressings. Others 
have been able to apply Swift's theory to differing loading 
paths and ShOll how the limiting strains change under various 
strain paths. However, no one has yet sboi'm how the total shape 
Q;f the FLD can markedly change. 
5.40 IUCREHENTAL FL!) CURVE FITTnm 
Since the ~wift condition for diffuse instability 
does not appear to theoretically predict the FLD adequately, 
it must be concluded ·that either the ~heory is totally inadoquate, 
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that the assumptions made are not true, or the basic equations 
used in proposing the theory are inc();rrect. A possible explanation 
for the la~~ of correlation could be that factors assumed 
constant in the theory are, in fact, functions of the stress 
ratio,. These factors vlill be related to the material properties, 
since the shape o,f the FLD ,changes from material to material. 
Hence, by "fitting" the t,heory to the experimental FLDs, values 
o,f the wo,rk hardening exponent and the anisotropy parameters 
could be determined at various values o,f the stress 'rlitio. 
This is performed by solving the derived equation over small 
increments of the limit strains, shown by the ,tLJJ. This vTaS 
achieved using the computer programme described in Appendix IV 
and the results are sho\'m graphically in Figs. 55 to 60. 
All materials showed an n value o,f approximately 
0.3'except. for ~/607 and S/SJ2 which gave values of approximately 
0.1. The scatter of results is rather large and this is probably 
due to taking too small a strain increment, resulting in a 
minimum deviation fit being found outside the true value. There 
is a definite increase in the n value of the stress ratio near 
unity, but this l'l'ould not, be great enough to; account for the 
large change in the FLD. A larger increment of the FLD was 
attempted, but the results were similar. For further discussion 
of this effect see Appendix IV. It may have been better not to 
have overlapped the increments, but generally, this would prove. 
, ' 
adequate for continuous functions, since it ensures that the 
variation in the quantities required is small. The S/SJ2 and 
8/607 materials showed extreme scatter, especially in the 
variation of the anisotro;py; this scat.ter is outside the 
acceptable limits since there is difficulty in even drawing a 
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trend line through the results. This indicates that the anal-
-ytical pro,cess is unable to determine the large variation that 
exists in the n values, with the small number of points used 
in an increment. 
Average values of the work hardening exponent. and 
ariisotropy parameters we~eobtained from these curves and shown 
in Table 25. They were oo,mpared with the n and R values- determined 
from uniaxial tensile tests ~d the circle arc elongation test. 
Surprisingly, the ~rork hardening index values determirted from 
the FLu appear closer to those determined from the circle arc 
elongation test, with i ts ~ inherent assumptions, than f'ro.m. 
those of the ~wift relationship, which produces' an acceptable 
representation of the stress/strain curve. 
The discrepancies .that exist in the. n values could 
be due to a Variation in the lrork hardening exponent with stress 
ratio, but the effect is mo;re probably some v~:t;'iation in the· 
anisotropy parameter. Unfortunately, no confinnatory evidence 
can be produced to indicate ha:w this occurs. DILLAMOIlE et al78 
have stated, ho,wever, that a crystallographic texture can develop 
at low strains and this effect is noticeable on the yield locus 
at strains as low as 20% equivalent strain. It would be surprising 
therefore, if the failure strains did not show some dependance 
, 
upon the ~isotropy parameters, since the preferred orientation 
depends upon the position on the yield locus which defines the 
. stress ratio. The development of such a preferred orientation 
would alsa. -affect. the strain path as the crystallographi<? 
texture develo,ped and may tend to invalidate the assumption 
made in the theoretical ~LD solution; namely, that the principal 
axes of anisotropy remain coincident with the p~incipal strain 
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axes. 
5.50 TENSILE PARM1ETERS 
The theoretical derivation of the FLDs depends, amongst 
other things, on an accurate representation o;f the uniaxial, 
I . n tensile stress strain curve. The. simple Ludwik equation,O""=AE 
was applied to the tensile results by dra .. Ting lagO" vs. logti 
plots as in Figs. 24 to 29. This equation is usually adequate 
for annealed, simple materials. lia1iever, the high alloy materials 
used, only tend to .. Tards a linear 109" IlogE plot at larger 
strains. Such results have been interpreted as conSisting of 
two st~aight portions, separated by a discontinuity72. JAOUL70 
has postulated that this change in the slope may occur in 
cubic metals when all of th~ primary slip systems have defarmed 
and generation of partial dislocations, Le. cross slip·, occurs. 
A peculiar characteristic of S/SJ2 is its uniform n 
value with the Ludwik expression. This is a martensitic stainless-
steel and contains, extensive carbide particles to enable it to 
have good creep properties. Probably, the carbides so· hinder 
cross slip, during defalrmation that failure occurs just after 
the primary s~ip systems have been strained. This would explain 
the very lo.w rate of wark hardening (since there is no dislocation 
interaction in the early stages of deformation) and the subsequent, 
low, percentage elongation. 
For the purposes of a true comparison af material 
properties, all that is required, however, is an adequate 
empirical relationship. bet~Teen the equivalent stress: and strain. 
The Suift relationship was used and daes na·t show any discon-
-tinuity as can be seen in Figs. 30 to. 35. The ~wift relatianship 
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is a modification of the Ludwik equation incorporating a 
prestrain term, B~ Unfortunately, the solution of this equation 
is more difficult and hence the computer programme described 
in: Appendix III was us~d. The values of the prestrain term are 
small, and since there are large errors in the determination 
Qf the experimentul FLDs; ~t is probabiy not significant in th~ 
calculation of the. biaxial.limit strains. Recently, an alternative 
empirical equation-has been developed as described in Appendix VI, 
but it was not considered necessary to improve upont~e accuracy 
of the .stress/strain relationship, further. 
5.60 EFFECTS OF M~ISOTROPY 
The theoretical effects of anisotopy on the FLD are 
. 
shown in ~ig. 36 for simple calculated values. Anisotropy is 
defined by tlro simple R values, Rx and Ry• These parameters 
are a consequence of Hill's model for the anisotropic yield 
criterion49 • This is a simple assumption used to account for 
aniso,tropic effects on the von rUses yield locus. It consists 
of incorporating' factors F, G,I4,L, M and N into th~ equation 
for the yield surface in order to distort the cylindrical 
surface lfor isotropic materials) into an elliptical prism, 
which is not necessarily symmetrical with respect to the stress 
axes. 'The effect o,f this on the It plane \i.e. plane strain 
condi tions where O""'z approaches zero . .) is to produce a distorted 
'eDiptical yield locus. R values are defined by comparing this 
aniso·tropic yield locus with an iso,tropic yield la,cus of equal 
area and comparing the ratios o-f the intercepts. This is discussed 
in detail by HOSFORD and BaCKOFEU75 who, ShOl'1 how averaged values 
of planar anisotropy, R, and normal anisotropyAR may be defined. 
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The effect of constant anisotropy conditions on the 
FLD is to raise the curve l·r! th respect to the isotropic case 
(Fig. 36). Although the magnitude of this change is not large, 
it could easily accommo.date the variation in shape o,f the FLD • 
. . 
This woul~ require the anisotropy parameters to change with the 
stress ratio. The evidence to supp~rt this is non-conclusive. 
The photographic method of determining the. R values'! 
appears adequate, but there was no. indication of\ a second 
. crystallographic texture developing. This is probably not in-
-dicated because of the' fel-T points used~ An alternative metho:d 
wo.uld be to strain the specimen incrementally and remove the 
load before measuring. This technique was used by NAZIRI and 
PEA.'llCE43 on superplastic zinc to show hOl'r secondary textures 
developed. Unfortunately, re~oving the load could allow rotation 
of elastically deformed grains l-lhich could be locked after plastic 
deformation and add to the texture. 
Probably, the most sensitive method which could be 
used to identify a relationship between the stress ratio and 
anisotropy variations would be t(lJ determine the pole figures 
at various equivalent strains. These texture patterns could 
then be compared with those of samples deformed under combined 
stresses. Any large variations would indicate the requirement 
to re-'assess the effects of anisotropy. 
5 .. 70 EFFECTS OF SOLID PUUCH TOOLING 
The few results obtained from the solid punch tooling 
do) indicate the instability points on the curves of the average 
strain against the maximum principal strain (Figs. 43 to· SQ). 
The instability points are not defined very accurately because 
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of the small number of determinations that were measured. The 
Veerman type curves do not show~the instability points to as 
great an extent. 
The precision of the replica metho'd of grid measuremen t 
is indicated by the manner i~ which the instability points can 
be defined from so fe'tT measurements. Unfortunately, the 
accuracy of these instability po:in ts is not good enough to draw 
any conclusions. 1'be Veerman type curves do not show instability 
points to any extent, probably because of the error introduced 
by att~mpting to measure the adjacent grid circles which are of 
a similar size to the failure grid circle. 'llhe precision would 
be increased if mo:re points were taken. 
The most useful reaul t:, from t~e solid punch too'ling 
is-~ the effect of the strain path and its comparison with the 
strain path from fluid forming. The -ffickel based_ material 0263 
. . 
shows how the Oluminium bronze punch results in a larger strain 
gradient than the r.!eehanite punch. However, the strain path 
of the fluid formed, hemispherical sample, approaches unity. 
This implies that the maximum equivalent strain, which is a 
function of both E. land €. 2' is greater in the fluid formed 
components. Hence the extent of deformation, with a linear strain 
path, is greater for fluid forming than for solid punch tooling. 
The S/607 and N75 samples do not shol'1 such a marked difference 
between the tllO solid punches used. The fluid formed samples 
still have a strain gradient approaching unity in these materials. 
The aluminium bronze punches; appear to produce slightly larger 
strain gradients, Since the strain gradient is related to the 
stress ratio through equations l4) and (5) in Appendix 11, it 
is preferable to use a punch which produces the larger strain 
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gradient, since the failure limitstrain:is higher. Altho,ugh 
. ".':.. ,.' .. ":" . 
. ' .. "::' 
. the solid punches provide a nearly line'a.r :strain gradient, there 
is probably an effect at the start of straining which dictates 
the strain path. Clearance exists between the punch and the die 
wi th solid too,ls and hence the strain ratio is not. necessarily 
unity. Even as straining progresses, biaxial stretching occurs 
but the friction over the nose of the punch will change the 
boundary conditions of the material available for stretching. 
In fluid forming, the stretching is uniform over the· wole of 
the blank to be deformed, and since the punch is frictionless, 
th~ strain gradient will be more nearly constant, assuming no 
material draws into the die. This:: strain gradient has also been 
shown to be more nearly unity. 
A consequence of the instability curve is the extent 
of the post instability straining. If the Marciniak and Kucynski 
theory were true, and localised instability o.ccurred because 
of a physical, localised reduction in thickness, there would be 
no contact with the punch. Since instability starts at very 
low strains, it would be expected that the post instability strainm 
for different punch materials would be constant ( since there 
would be no pUnch contact) but this is certainly not true for 
the materials used. 
5.80 PRACTICAL EFFECTS 
The concept of ~orming limit diagrams ha's:, numerous 
practical applications which have been comprehensively discussed 
by KEELER52 and others54• Of greatest use to the aero, engine 
industry. is the application of FLDs to tooling development. 
When a complex shape is to be manufactured for the first time, 
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·a sui table grid marked surface would readily indicate critical 
areas of the pressing. Comparing the strains in these areas, 
wi th those on the FLD, uould indicate the proximity of failure. 
The tooling cou~~ then be relieved, or a minor strain increased 
by adding draw beads, to bring the pressing further from the 
limiting. value. 
If such a method of tooling development l'lere attempted 
however, extensive thinning of the pressing ef the pressing.. 
could occur. There is , for example, in ltolls-Royce (1971) Ltd. 
a manufacturing specification which restricts the thinning 
of. metal pTessings. The maximum thinning strain permitted is 
l~,so as to, obtain a sufficiently uniform Rressing. By constancy 
of volume, ~l + E2 + E3:j=O, SO) for a thinning strain of 15%, 
El ~ -(€ 2+ In 0.85). This"line has been plotted on the FLDs. 
in Fig. 61. As can be seen, this line bounds the acceptable 
deformation region to the bottom corner of the FLD. This causes 
pressings in S/SJ2 and S/607 to be manufactured very close to 
the limit. It would be more advantageous to remove this thinning 
festriction so that the sample is produced to'l'lards the right 
hand side of the FLD. This would require the~2 strain to be 
increased and this in turn 'I'lOuld produce a pressing with little 
possibility of failure. Further consideration must be given t~ 
the operation in service of such components, since they can 
sometimes be stressed to quite high loads; this could result 
in failure, if manufactur~d in S/607 or S/~J2 within the present 
specification. The major disadvantage: in ,-raving the thinning 
restriction, however, is that it liould be difficult to stress 
such components with non-uniform thickness; also, difficulties 
in welding may occur if the thickness variation is too great. 
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The effeots of the strain gradient and their relation 
to the FLD indioate h~w the diffioultie~ in produoing oonioal 
oompo.nents ooour and indioate how these problems may be overoome. 
The hemispherioal solid punoh tests show how the olearanoe j 
between the punoh and die oan produoe a very 10;w strain gradient 
under biaxial stretohing 'condi tions. Similar effeots; would oocur 
with solid oonioal punohes,. leading to small stress ratios. 
This obviously produoes limi t strains~ to,wards the left hand 
co'mer of the positive quadrant of the FLD. Fo,r mOlat. Il1aterials, 
the limiting strains in this oomer are small resulting in failure 
or large sorap rates fo,r oonioal oomponents produoed with solid 
punch tOOlling. Fluid Farming prooesses; will obviously overcome 
this problem. Sinoe the final strain gradient is a funotion 
of the stress ratio only (as oan be seen from equations (4) 
and (5) in Appendix 11), and approaohes unity f'o'r fluid forming, 
larger strains are pOissible. In faot, any o.f the flexible punoh 
type of prooesses e.g. Cincinnatti Hydroform, Saab fluid forming 
uni ts, Marforming teohniques eto., should tend to produoe stress 
ratios approaching unity when bulging into a die. Host oomplex 
shapes, where the: strain path oould lead to; low positive stress 
ratios, can be formed with less risk of failure by using a fluid 
or flexible. punoh. An alternative method would be te>- form the 
pressing progressively, imitating the strain path of the fluid 
punoh; an effioient lubrioant "Tould be neoessary, so that movement 
of the metal oould oocur over the nose of the; punoh. 
The effect of punch material on biaxial stretohing has 
been discussed; ~revious workers8 ,14,20 have shoWn how 
frictional effects influence pressings. For biaxial stretching 
friction must be minimal, to enable the material to move over 
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the punch, otherwise a l~w stress ratio, because of the low strain 
gradient, would result; this means that the deformation could 
approach closer to the limit strain. For deep drawing, low friction 
conditions are r.equireti. over the die radius, but to enable the 
material to draw into the die, high friction is required over 
the nose of the punch. Obviously, fluid forming can never provide 
such conditions and is therefore of no real practical use in 
deep drawing. 
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6.00 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGFSTIONS FOR FURTHER iVCRK 
6.10 CONCLUSIONS 
The research has been concerned primarily with the 
determination of:· the major mechanical properties of certain 
alloys. and relating these properties to the sheet metal forming 
of these alloys. An incremental solution of the forming process 
used (fluid fonning) was found using a simple adaptation of 
Swift's theory of dra"ring. '!'his proved capable of assessing the 
order of the strains and loads involved in forming simple 
symmetr~cal shapes' (Appendix I). 
1. "A method of experimentally determining "FCH'nling Limit 
Diagrams" was devised using the fluid forming pro.cess. This was 
used on six ~f the common materials used in Aero-engine manufacture 
viz: S/SCUT (austenitic stainless steel); ;;s/607 (1% loIa-l2% Cr 
alloy steel); S/SJ2 (2% Uo-l2% Cr alloy steel); N75 (Nimonic 75):' 
N80 (Nimonic 80); C263 (Nickel based alloy). 
2. The manner in which these FLDs can be applied to the practical 
problems of making both symmetrical and assymmetrical shapes 
has been discussed. 
3.~ Using the theoretical variation of the instability strains 
with stress' ratiO, a comparison has been made with the experimental 
FLDs; the correlation, however, ~las poor. A possible explanation 
:was proposed which required that either the wo;rk hardening 
exponent, or the anisotropy parameters, or both, were dependent 
upon the stress ratio. Unfortunately, the evidence for this 
assumption was tentative. 
4. In order to derive: the theoretical FLDs it was necessary to 
determine the empirical equation for the stress/strain curves. 
Discontinuities were found in the simple:; Ludl:ik form, cY= A€ n, 
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and a better fit "18.S obtained using the S,dft relationship, 
d = A ( B +E.)n. However, ::hdft I s empirical equation yielded 
higharvalues of the ''lork hardening exponent. uithin the ranges: 
(0.128 G.57~' eeaparea dth(O.128-0.S9o/. Aniso,tropy parameters 
were also determined. ifuen the work hardening exponents detennined 
by the circl e arc elol1ga tion. tes t, from· Lud wik t s equa tio~ and 
Suift's equation ''fere compared, it was found that the circle 
arc elongation test gave the lOi'1est n valueS". These co'rrelate 
better with the experimental FLDs. . . 
5. A more precise method uas devised fo,r measuring the grid circles 
on ~xperimental sheet metal pressings. This employed a replica 
technique. The method was used to determine the strain gradients: 
in hemispherical pressings, rold it was found: that solid punch 
tooling gave very much lO.''1er strain ratios: than th():se produced 
by fluid forming. This indicates the advantage of using fluid 
fo'rming in biaxial stretching operations. 
6.20 SUGGE~TIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
Most other workers:; in this.; field: have been advocating 
the necessity of further work into the effee:ts of strain paths: 
(i.a. variations in the strain gradient) on the FLD. This iID 
~f technological importance, since it would indicate. the optimum 
methOld of designing mul tistage to.o,ling or far the manufacture 
of camponent~:requiring a preform. NAKAZD1A53 has; in fact, 
indicated how the strain p~th can markedly effect the maximum 
permissible strain. 
However, the simple theories applied to explain the 
the shape of the .rLD (i.e. IIDCINIAK and KUCZYNSKI6l and SWIFT47 ) 
show poo·r correlation. This indicates that either the assumptions: 
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.. 
made in these theories are not applicable or the material properties 
are not adequately defined. The major assumptions in Sl'l'ift IS 
. theory are necessary to. allolf the integration of the equivalent 
strain relations~!p. Hence, if concentric circles were used at 
a grid po.int, it ,,;ould be possible to extrapolate back to zero 
grid circle diameter and obtain a true incremental strain at a 
point on the pressing. This l'l'ould provide a more universal FLD curve 
since it would not be dependent upon the grid to pressing 
diameter ratio. Such a method would reveal variations in material 
properties for a variety o;f pressings, in order to. indicate effecf: of 
mec~anical properties. The FLD would become a function only of 
the material and hence the curve would be less dependent upon 
the experimental technique used to define it. 
With regard to oaterial properties, however, the 
development of a more adequate curve fitting technique l'l'ould 
indicate hO~'l the n values and R values:; derived from experimental 
FLDs varied l-Ti th respect to' stress. ratio. If such a variation 
were real, pole figure determinations could be used to correlate 
the development of aniso.tropy ui th failure limit. If the "IlOrk 
hardening exponent shons the greatest dependence upon s.tress 
ratio, thin film electron diffraction micrographs may show hOlY; 
this occurs. This is: especially true of fcc structures since the 
work hardening exponent is related to the number o,f partial .... :.:: 
dislo cations. 
Such· variations in the n values or R values:: l'/'Ould 
require adaption of the' fundemental plasticity eql,lations. This 
may be a simple empirical change, as in the empirical equation 
for the stress/strain curve. \fuat is more probable, hOlf9ver, 
is that the anisotropic yield locus l-rould require a major 
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modification; this may take the fom. olf empirical functions for 
Fi G, H, L, H, and N. BWiLEY and r~MLLOR77 have sho·wn that Hill'.;) 
yield locus is inade~uate for the tensor transformation of 
anisotropy coefficients. thus indicating that the R values, are a 
function of the stress . .' ratio. 
An alternative method of fitting the experimental 
FLD curves may be obtained by using l-larciniak' s· eq\lations and 
incorporating the inhomogeniety factor as a function of the stress 
ratio. This w'Ould require a mare detailed analysis of their theory 
and: the developllent of a sui table computer- programme. The r-rarciniak 
and.Kuczynski theory has an advantage over Swift's theory in that 
it is able to incorporate secondary effects; such as~changes in 
grain size, second phases, inclusio~s' etc., in this inhomogeniety 
factor~ The physical relevance of this factor, hOvTever, has still 
yet to be demonstrated. By varying the physical properties of 
a 'particular material e.g. grain size, the inhomogeniety factor 
may be determined and correlated to the physical pro.perty~ Such 
cortelations with second phases, inclusions or grain size would 
obviously help in the specification 0"1.' a particular pressing. 
It l-lOuld probably be advisable to perform such teats: in a more 
simple alloy than any Q·f those used in these tests. 
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APPENDIX I 
INCRE:~lEHTAL THEORY FOR FLUID ,It'ORrUNG 
The theory is based on a combination of S,dft's wo,rk on deep 
dra,wing accompanied wi th 1-~ellort s methQ;d for hydraulic bulging. Instead 
of using Mella;r's boundaru condition that the" stress at the edges Q;f 
the stretched region be zero., the stress condition for drawing may 
be used. 
The notation used is similar to that of 'voo since this method 
allows easier manipulation by numerical methods than having to insert 
extra notation for the intermediate stages required by Swift and Melltor's 
approach. 
Swift's Q;riginal assumptions of the principle: Cif superposi tion 
of stresses· is used, hence the instantaneous shape may be divided into 
various stages. 
1. Radial Drawing o·f Haterial aver a Die 
See Fig. 1 for diagrams and notation. 
The equilibrium equation for radial forces is:-
Since the thickness stress can be considered to act in the rim only, 
this term is constant fa r a given diameter of flange at any instant 
and may be n7glected from the equilibrium analysis • 
.... 9 
It has been proposed by Hill that the maximum shear strength yield 
cri terion is adequate and this ,·ras demonstrated by S't>rift: although 
~Too has used iihe Von-Mises criterion. 
lience:-
So, the eqilibrium equation becames:-
if' <. t oO"r) + ;. mo-: 0 
~r- Ilt; + -L cA.cr..- + t. mer = 0 
~ a; , 
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~o:: 
S~ft has assumed that since the numerical value of the 
thickness variation Retween adjacent elements in the flange is 
small, the second. term may be neglected 'l'Ti thin 5% error (for a draw 
ratio of less than t,vo, "lhich is very much the case in fluid forming) 
Therefo re: _ cl.a-: = -,..,(1- dr r . t-
Integrating numerically using the Trapezium rule 
~ - 0-; = _1.. h'\ I!rCl+.) 
. rc..':H) t"i 'L [t-t, .... " I- o;~t"H) - ri 
gives the instantaneous radial dral'Ting stress. 
The equivalent strain is given by:-
dE: Z = ~ 1 (dE.- -C;\Et;)' +- (d.~t -O\~G )l.-t- (cJ..q-d..Gr)'l. J 
so using the identity, d..~e +d..E. ... -t- cA.G.~ =- 0 
Then: 
The incremental strains may be determined since 
clbe :: d..; = I( .. ~,) - t-c:. 
ili.+, ) 
d f:.t- !1 <A.l:. = i::ti.+ \) - -l.c:. 
t t.(~-H) 
These must be solved by finite mathematics. 
The equivalent strain is then given by integrating equation (4) 
i.e. ~ == J t\~ =- "'E fiE ;;; E 9-') + D.E.j 
for the jth: increment 
This may then be used in a Ludwik type expression 
a-=Ae." 
So using the determined value o,f 0- , then a-... may be determined. 
(~) 
(6) 
(8) 
Note, however, the blankholder initially produces a frictiop.ul force 
on the 
-ri !;t! 
rim giving~to an extra 
I' ul-l' 
0-: -= I 
r 
stress 6 r ', given by:-
( 9) 
,." . , 
----------------------------------------------------------------
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which must be determined for the outer rim. 
From the Levy-Lode relationships 
-ol6t:_ lcst:. -()r -OQ 
cAG - Z. 
e ee - ()t- - Clr 
But the thickness stress is negligible, so 
cl~t: = -(J ..... -()e. 
dGO - 209 -q-... .:-
Again, using the maximum shear strength cri.terion and substituting 
<Jr -tvia- =o-g 
cl b-t::: -1 (J """ + rn.C" . 
cite (l r - 'Lt1It is 
So, 
- . 
(10) 
The method Qf solution is to consider the rim first and calculate 
the thickness change as it is dralffi towards the die radius. 
Given the initial blank radius e~, and original thickness t\ , 
an estimate can be mada of the flange thickness at a point when the 
flange has been r9duced to a radius e.. (\.+-1). Hence an estimate of the 
thickness strain increment AGt , can b'e made and the hoop strain 
calculated. ~ubsti tuting these values i:tj. equation \ 4) gives the 
equi.valent strain increment from which can be found the equivalent 
strain, since: 
AE.\j_') is initially zero, since the constants of the Ludwik 
expression are determined with the material in this condition. 
Substituting ~ into(e) gives the equivalent stress: 0:. Then 
putting these values into) the equilibrium equation (9) allol'lS the 
rim stress to be found. 
Rearranging (10) to finite variables givess 
t(i+I' - ti. :: - {l -t- 0-; _ :'2} r(\.~" - r{ (11) (~{ 4 ~-,) . 1rncr Ci. .. \) 
So inserting the values calculated for 0-, 0--, r{i.+I)' t'L, and t.i. p 
into this expression l-rill give a better approximation to, tli.-~I) • 
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When the same value recurs (11) is satisfied. 
,Another value of the flange radius is chosen, and using the 
values determined as initial conditions (1. e. suffixed i), the ne1'l 
values to satisfy (:U) can be found and the process continued until 
the required radius is reached (usually up to the die radius) '. 
To calculate the thickness. variation of an element of material 
next to the rim, its radius~ r., is defined in the blank. Its radius, 1 . 
at any specific flange radius can then be found from the volume 
cons~ancy condition. 
(R;- ri.7.)to:::: (t"; - r"(i+.~)t(\.H) 
• 2 _ r 'Z. eta 
". rn. +-l) - '" ro - ---:- ( 12) 
.c<", .. ,) 
2 2 
where C = constant = ROJ - r i for a given blank radius-, tIn. is- the 
mean thickness 1. e. (\i+l) + tt/2 where t(i+1) is the: estimated 
thickness'. 
The thickness strain 6[' and...lthe hoop strain i}[can then be ~ c 
determined. A similar procedure is then ado,pted as befo're but the 
equilibrium equation (3) is used. 
This variation can be calculated for various values of r. in 
~ 
order that the stress distribution and the thickness variation can 
be defined across the flange. 
2. Drauing !b.terial over the Die Profile 
Follouing the method of \100, since Chung and Swift have stated 
, 
that the maximum punch load is independent of the die profile radius 
,-Then the ratio of the die radius to the material thickness is greater 
than six, the bending effect (i.e. the instantaneous strain ~~rk 
in~olved in bending a material under tension) can be neglected. 
Hence all that need be considered is the equilibrium condition 
o.ver the die radius (see Fig. 6). No.te that in fluid forming, the 
normal reaction will be of a very much greater magnitude than in 
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conventiomal drawing, but since this is eliminated bet"leen two 
equations, this is immaterial. 
Reso;lving forces vertically and horizontally and eliminating 
t ,. II 
and t'(l+O = C - P Sln '1.l",,) 
Equation (14) may be written as 
C, (~~+-1) - e i.) + (<:...os ~l. ... ,.)- LOS ~ i. ) - Cl.. = 0 
. ~- R? t 
where· '. <i: re. C = ?-t (.L.-IL. 0 
. ,. , D" 2. 0. \:: ..... +.' 
'" P c. I '"\l~ ,) 
The first approximation to e can be obtained from 
e· =- Cz. .L- e. l.t+\} e, I 
and fo'r subs~quent appro:ximations, Newton t s method can be ap'plied 
thus: 
C, l~i~') -eJ + [cos e (\.,+I) - C.OS~t] -Cl.. 
C, - si..n E(.i.H) 
. The solution of these equations is the same as fo·r radial drawing 
(14) 
except that eqations (13) and (14) replace equations (3) and (12). 
The comput~tion is carried out from point to point along the die 
profile radius untiltJ =1T/2 (i.e. the position of the die throat 
r d). il'hire stage may not be reached at the early stages in dra·dng. 
3~ Bul~ine of the Bottom of the Free Form 
The method of analysing the bottom of the free fiorm is the SOIlle 
as that used for a hydrostatically bulged blank. The situation for 
a clamped blank is ShO··lID in Fig. 5. The equilibrium /?t{f.ation may be 
determined by.t,'{Plting the fo·rces acting on the element, from which '\ 
/ 
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Assuming axially symmetric deformation, the relation betl'leen .feand 
~t may be deduced from the consideration of volume constancy of an 
elementary ring, as before i.e. 
"Tf(J2 i:,-Rr)l=o = L,. (()Ill)+~'(l+,)]-t (-\:~+ta-\-~. [elJi.+e>I(l:~\)J· 
1.. 'l\- L 
+ {t( +~..-vXCoS ~\, -~ ~(\+,))_t-\:;~ +'=tl. ... ·b 
. ~ ~ (17) 
The method of sOllution is as before, with further co.ndi tionsimposed 
to determine the radii of curvature of the element and the 
hydrostatic pressure required to produce it. These are obtained by 
considering the total equilibrium of forces acting on the element. 
Fro~ the equilibrium of vertical forces: 
~~r-2. = (C-t'"t.)5t~ 0( 2-TTr 
Hence 
(18) 
So, 
The stresses and strains in the 'mll of' the workpiece may be assumed 
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to be the same as those o'f the radius of the die profile. Hence 
equating forces between those of the cup wall and those at the boundary 
of the stretched fo·rmed base, gives the boundary condi tie-ns for the 
equilibrium equations. At a certain state of the deformation the 
stresses and strains at the boundary radius r. are known. Initially 
. l. 
Ri +l , ti+l (hence Ct(i+l~) are fir~t assumed, to detennine the, 
stresses and strains at the next pOint. 
~rom equation (17), the current radius ri+l (hencef~(i+l» 
, . 
,can be detennined. 
AEt,i.+I; J\Ee,i+\ ;h~i-+' and hence ti.+, and er l+\ can be found using 
the standard equations as before. 
Finally, ()r,i.+\ and (J~li+\ may be detennined using the Levy - Lode 
relationship and the maximum shear, stress yield criterion. 
Stresses and strains thus' found fo:r an element o;-f initial 
radius Ri +l are correct if the value·of (l~~~)i+') satisfies the 
equilibrium conditions. If not, a ne,:'l' va.lue has to be assumed and 
the procedure of computation repeated. 
4. Cnlculation 
An attempt has been made at calculating the stress distribution 
and the strains involved in this process for a free formed (i.e. 
formed into a die without contact with the base) cylindrical 
compo,nent. , 
Since the blankho,lder loae must be increased in order to maintain 
a seal an estimate has been made o·f the increased blankholder load 
required as the forming pressure is increased. However, since the 
detennination of the forming pressure cannot be found until the final 
stages of computation, to obtain the e:act forming pressure giving 
a specific drmdng ratio the calculation must be undertaken for various 
conditions and the final results interpolated. Hence for the purpose 
I 
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of this-rcalculation, a forming pressure of 2,000 lbs./in2 was 
assumed so that the results could be compared with component B3 in 
the tables of resuls.' 
LIST' OF STI1BOLS 
err. radial stress 
Ci, = hoop stress, 
<Jt = thickness stress 
~ =radial strain 
~= hoop strain 
Et = thickness strain 
~ = equivalent stress 
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0 
= equivalent yield stress': 
& = equivalent strain 
t = thickness of an element 
r = radius of an element 
~ = coefficient of friction 
m = constant of the Tresca criterion = 1.15 
A = constant of the Ludwik expressiQn 
n = work hardening exponent 
H = blankholder load 
Ro = initial blank diameter 
R = initial diameter of an element 
e = angular position of element in bend radius 
(' = radius Q,f die profile 
~ = aneular position of element in bottom profile 
, . 
~l = initial radial position of an element in the bottom profile 
e2 = adjacent radial position of an element in bottom profile 
p -forming pressure 
• p = blankholder pressure 
,h = heieht, of the formed cup 
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APPZHDIX 11 
SiVIFT' 3 TiSORY FOR InSTABILITY mmSR BIAXIAL TENSION 
Hill postulated that failure can occur by diffuse as Hell as· 
by localised necking46 and Swift showed theoretically the variation 
of the critical subtangent at instability for the case of an isotropic 
material47 • Premature failure during pressing often derives from 
this diffuse instability condition. 
The critical subtangent for diffuse instability, Zd' is defined 
.by the equation for instability viz.: 
dO- 0-
d~=~ • • • • • • • • (1) 
and is shown graphically in Fig. 10 for the true stress (~) v. true 
strain (~) tensile curve. Swift confin~l(:id the theo.ry using the 
early results of 11ellor' s 19 lrork on stretching w'i th a fluid punch. 
H01'lever a complete theoretical analysis had to be adopted to calculate 
the ratio of the principal stresses before a correlation could be 
obtained. O"Ting to the differences in the principal stresses, the 
value of tne subtangent varies with the geomctryi' a necessary 
consideration \'Then discussing the forming in to various die shapes. 
Hoore and ''1allace48 proposed a more complete theory l1hich alloHed 
for the anisotropy of the material, based upon a model published 
earlier by Hill~9. This l'1as'resurrected by Venter and de Halherbe50 
as an explanation of the FLD. The mathematical model for aniootropic 
materials, proposed by Hill, is givea by the stress function: 
2f( () .. ) = F(O"' _ (!' ) 2 + G( () _ <r ) 2 + H( 0- _ 0- ) 2 
l.J Y z z' x x y 
+ 2L1:. 2 + 2HL2 + 2f.I '(::.2 = + 1 • 
yz zx XY. - • 
• (2) 
The Levy rUses equations for anisotropic ·materials are then given 
as:-
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cl€. = & ~H(Q"" - 0' ) + G(a- .- 0" )} 
IX. l X Y X z 
elE: = <14\<; F(C" - 0- ) ~ H(o- - (J" )1 y. .l Y Z :,p x j 
• • • • 
where F,ti, H, L, M, N are anisotropic par~eter2. For the simple case 
of principal directions the values of F, G a~d H are furnished by 
the R value in the plane of the sheet. 
i. e. R = H/IZ , 
x 
R = H/F 
Y 
Consider a f'lat sheet, londed under biaxial stres s, 1'1i th the 
principal axes of stress coincident 1d th the principa.l c.xes oi' 
strain increment. Furthermore, if the axes of strain do not rotate 
and the ratios of the principal strains remain constant during 
straining, then the integrr.ted form of equation {;) may be used. 
The cri.tical subtangent at diffuse instability, Zd' has been 
developed by Moo·re and Wallace for plane stress conditions in the 
plane of the sheet "dth 'C = 0, cJ =0-:1 and er = (}2 and is given xy X Y 
by:- t 
Z _(2/3 (F + G + H))t (G +H)~2 - 2o<H + (F + H)} ;/2 
d - t(G.+ H)ol.- Hj2o(.. +gF + H) _IX.H}2 . 
. 
where Qc. i·s the applied stress ratio oc.. = \Y 21 (J 1 this reduces to the 
isotropic case when F .. G = H = 1. So 
Zd = 
4( at. 2 _ Q(. + 1) ;/2 
The critical subt3Ilgent may also be fo.ung; by taking the slo'pe 
47 ( )n of the empirical stress strain curve ; c:r = A B + t:; , so· 
--xi i-
Hence the equivalent true strain at the critical subtangent is given 
by: 
and, by substituting for Zd can ,be expre~sea as a function of n, 
B, F G, H, and et. 
,The principal strains t, and t1. 2 can be evaluated using equations 
(3) and the definition of strain. • 
"-z= 
~(G + H)~- H} E:. 
t2/3( F + G + H~ 172~lG ? (F + H)J 1/2 + H)~- - 2ri~+ __ (4) 
~\= ~(F + H)- Hll(.}"f. 
t2/3(F + G + H)} 1/2 t\~ ..., (F + H)J l / 2 + H)~ Co _ 2Hel.+ 
To enable this theory to be compared ~,ri. th the FLD curves, a 
simple computer programme l'laS written which wasable to calculate 
instability strains for various stress ratios (c(= 0.5 to) 1.0). 
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APPENDIX III 
CONPUTER PROGRAHH3 FOR FITTIHG Er;IPIRICAL EQUATION TO THE STRESS/ 
STRAIN CURVE 
: .. 
The follo:wing programme was written in Fortran IV for use on 
the ICL 1900 computer at Loughborough University. '1'11e subroutine 
disc VA02A, contains the operations for fitting the curves by 
Powell r s metgod. This is a regression technique fo.r N unkncnms, 
which seeks out the minimum deviation o'f F( I) for M results. 
DOCUHENT SOURCE 
l-lASTER .OPT 
DIHElfSIOU x( 3) ,F( 20), EPS( 20), y( 20), 1'l( 200), E(3) • 
COl-INON Y, EPS 
N=3 
~1=20 
READ(l,lOl) (XlK),K=l,N) 
101 FOIDIAT(3FO.0) 
READ(l,lOO) (EPS(l), I=l,l1) 
NDII1=3' 
MDHb20 
E(1) ... 1£-04 
E(2)=1£-04 
E(3}=1£-04 
ESCALE=1.~3 
IPRIITT=l· 
11AXFtJN=~O 
NW=200 
CALL VA02A(I·i,N ,F ,X, E, ESCAL3, IPRTIiT ,HAXFUN, vT,NW ,NDHr,f.tDIH) 
STOP 
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END 
SUBROUTINE CALmU(N ,T·r,F "X,NDIH,!-IDIH) 
DIHENSIon~t 20} ,X(3), Y( 20}, EPS( 20} 
COIll"lON Y, EPS 
DO 101 1=1,11 
101 F(I)=X(1)~(X(2)+EFS(I»~(3) -Y(I) 
rl. El'lJrlii 
Ei-.D 
The results y(the true stress) and EPS(the true str~i~) were 
read by means of cards-: alone with the initial estimates of X{K) 
i.e. X(l)=A, X(2)=B, X93)=n in the Swift expression:-
. Cl = AtB+ f'.>n 
The final values of X(K) are printed at the minimum of F(I). 
Details of POiicl1' s method have been published: 
POllELL,r1, , J. , D. computer Journal Jan •. 1965 
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APPENDIX IV 
COHPUTETt PROGRAHHE FOR THE nrCRSl.m:rTAL ANALYSIS OF TH:~ FORHTIm LIIIIT 
DIAtrRAH 
The fo'lloi,n.ne proc-ranme was uri tten in Fortran IV for use on 
the ICL 1900 computer at Loughbo,rough University. The proeramme 
reads the results from the FLD in eroups of five, and fits them to 
the S',dft relationship for instability .. by adjustinG the Kork 
hardening er.qJonen t (,mE) and the anisotropy parameters (RX and itr) 
to give the minimum deviation F(I), for each reading. A printout 
is then given of these values of n, H. and R , along id th the principal 
x y 
strains (STRAnr 1 and STRAIN 2) of the central reading of the group. 
These values are previously used to deteTInine the stress ratio(ALFA 
(HID» and the critical subtancent (Z) which are also pTinted. 
DOCUHENT SOURCE 
HASTER ANISFLD 
DIHENSION x( 3) , F\ 5) , EPSl ( 29) , EPS2( 29) , EBAR( 29) , AI;]' A( 29) 
S( 29), E( 31) , 1'lt 200), ~L~'A( 29) 
Dmmon/BIIEPS1, EPS2, EBAR, ALFA, S, J, L, SLFA 
READll,,-400) \A~Kl) ,ICl=l, 3) 
400 FORHAT (3FO.0.). 
READ(1,200)(EPSl(I),I=1,29) 
200 FOR!1A'l.'(8FlO.4) 
READ(1,200)(EF~2lI),I=1,29) 
YRITE(2,100) 
100 FORNAT(lHO, U, 4Hlu.PH,8X, 1HZ, 7X, 7HSTRAIlTl, 34, 7HSTRAnr2, 5X, 
2lllli,J.;ax, 21HRY, 8X, 3Hi'ffiE) 
DO 899 J=1,20 
,:",xvi-· 
L=.T+lTUH 
H=Ntn1+1 
N=3' 
HDU1=-:NUU+l 
.' 
NDH!=3 
E\1)=1E-04 
E~2)=1E-04 
E(3)=1E-04 
ESCALE=lEO3 
J.1A.!\.FuN=20 
Nw=200 
IPRIUT=O 
CALL VA02AOt,n ,F,X, E, ESCAL3, IPRIHT,HAXFun, 1I,mf,lmIH,I-IDln) 
901 RX=X(l) . 
RY=X(2) 
'\'IHE=X~3) 
101 HID=J+K/2 
STRAIlTl=EPS1(MID) I 
STRAIU2=EPS2(HID) 
A LPH=AI.FAoaD) 
G=SQRT(2~~tl/RX)+(1/RY)+1)/3) 
~«1+(l/RX»~(ALPH~~2)-(2~PH).(1/RY»)~~(3/2) 
P=«(1+(1/RY»~*2)~(ALPH*~3»-{(1+(2~(1/RX»)~(ALPH~~2» 
Q=«1+(1/RY)~*2)-«1+(2~(1/RY»)~LPH) 
FUllC=P+Q 
Z=G~/FUNC 
WRITE( 2,300)ALPH, Z,STRAIN1,STRATI{2,RX,RY ,.WHE 
300 FOru.!AT(lHO,7F10.4) 
899 CONTINUE 
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STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE CALFIJN(l·i,N ,F,X,UDUI,HDII1) 
DIHENSION xC 3) ,F( 5) , EPS1( 29) , EPS2( 29) , EBAR( 29) ,ALFA( 29), 
S ( 29) , ELF A ( 29 ) 
COHHON/BI/EPSI,ZPS2,ZBAR,ALRA,S,J,L,ELFA. 
DO 250 I=J,L 
ELFA(I)=«EPS1(I)~«1/X(1»+1)+EPS2(I»/\E~2(I)~«l/X(2»+1) 
+EPSl(I») . . 
ALFA'(I)=1/ZLFA(I) 
S(I)=(SQRT(2~«l/X(1)+t!/A~2)+1)/3)~«2+(1/X(1»)~(ALFA(I) 
~*2)-(21d~FA(I»~(1+(1/X~2)**)3/2»/(t«l+(l/X(1»))~~2)~(ALFA 
(I)~T.3»-«1+(2¥-(l/A~1»»~\ALFA(I)**2»+«1+(1/A\2}»~~2) 
-«l+t2£(1/X~2)))}~~LFA(I))) 
EBAR(I)=X(3)7~tI) 
K=I-J+l 
F(K)=««\l/X(l)+1)~FA(I»-1)*EBAR(I)/«SQRT(2~«l/X(1)+ 
(l/X(2»+l)/3»*(S~tT««l/X(1»+1)*(ALFA(I)*~2)-(2~LFA 
(I) ) ..... \ \l/X( 2) )+1)) )-1'.iPS1(I) 
250 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EUD 
This technique has several disadvantages which result in a 
large ncatter in the points. Since the five points used to obtain 
an incremental estimate of n, R and Rare ffios-e to each other, 
x y 
and the pro0rummc relies u~on an initi~l estimate of their values, 
the curve fittina attempts to obtain a minimum deviatioh,at this 
point. The minimum deviation is found by obtaining the tangent to 
the N dimensional surface·, which has the minimum slope. The new 
values a·f X( I) are found by extrapolating this tangent. Hence for 
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large strain values this', tangen t is poo.'rly defined with the few 
points used~ and an incorrect value results. 
Possibly, a better technique might be to.· use all af the FLD 
resul ts to abtain an estimate o,f ri,.it and R ; by detennining the x y 
carrelation c~efficient then dividing the FLD results into. smaller 
groups and redetermining' the c~rrelation coefficients fo,r these 
graups, ne1'1 estimates of n, H and R cauld be found. If this new 
:x:. y 
co.rrelation coefficient approached nearer unity, this subdivision 
of results could continue to produce better incremental estimates 
of X(i), until the minimum number of results for the regression 
analysis(i.e. four for an A( I) o·f dimension three) has been achieved. 
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APPENDIX V 
CIRCLE ARC ELONGATION TEST' 
If a strip' Q.·f metal is pulled in tension. failure occurs 
by 10 calis ed instab~li ty with resp'ect to the thi clmess .. 0 f the sheet. 
By machining two gro,Q.ves in the edg~s' o,f the strip:, lo'calised failure 
is caused to occur with respect to the width of the sheet; this will 
Occur at the maximum load. 
By Considere's constructio,n, the maximum load is defined 
in ~erms o,f the true stress and strain when:-
• • • • (1) 
Assuming a simple empirical equation of the stress)-strain 
curve such as the Ludwik form, <J = At n, then 
I n-l d er de::.; An E:.. =nc- lE:. • • • • (2) 
Equating equations: (1) and (2) gives:-
n ="t u 
where ~ u is the fracturestrain for diffuse instability. 
Since such a measurement can be easily taken from a 
grooved strip by measuring the gauge length before and after pulling 
to failure, a rapid determination of the wo'rk hardening exponent 
can be made., 
By measuring a second gauge length, perpendicular to the 
first, the,width strain can be found and the R value determined 
concurrently i.e. 
R = 
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APPENDIXi VI 
CURVE FITTING FOR THE STRESS STRAIN CURVE 
. 
. It was observed that the LOGe- -LOGE: curves constructed 
for the materials tested, were of the form of a transformed 
rectangular hyperbola. Such a hyperbola has the general equation: 
y = 1 / xE 
Assigning the values of LOG 0- to y, and the value of 
LOG ~ to x, it can be seen that the obtusity of the curve can be 
.effected by transforming the ordinate values by anrlangle, A, say. 
Hence the equation describing the shape of the curve becomes: 
y ::: 1 / cos!. xE 
By rotating the total coordina~e system by an angle, B, 
and placing the o.rigin at a new position (xo'Yo) l1ith respect to the 
original coordinate system, it can be sho\m that the stress strqin 
curve sho.uld be adequately defined by an equation of the type 
~OSB (cosB)E y = y + --- - -r::--) a osA \x-x o 
which can be simplified to give: 
Y = Cl + 02.(x - 03)-E 
where 01'02 and 03. are co.nstant functions of the angles A and B. 
Substi tu ting the values of LOG 0- and LOGE. f"o'r y and x, and 
converting it to give as the subject oif the equation, the f"inal 
empirical stress strain relationship~ can be written as 
where Kl , K2 and K3 are logarithmic functions of Cl' 02 and °3-
An interesting limit of this equation is that as E tends 
to -" it reduces to: 
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which is the Ludwik form of the expression, 0- = Aen • 
~~is implies that E is a measure Qf the discontinuity 
between the two: stages 0'1' work hardening generally exhibited by 
the stress strain c-q;-ve. 
TABLE 1 
. RESULTS OF PRELIHINARY TESTS 
~T 
PRESSURB .1 %BLANK ~EPTH, Lip THIllNING AT 
p.s.i. i REDUCTION IUS. IUS. I POLE, t~ 
2800 \5.5% ~:'-5-i-3'-55-r:~-6~---
I-:----~-~--. _ .. !_. -- ~r--'-'--~"'" A2 I , 
:~P.=20~ .p:s~j_~:O~_1 :~3~_ 0.43: .. i 5.33 r .. 1~'~'-1 
B.P.=200 F ••• ,.! 2100 2.0% 0.565 I 5.82 ~.6% 1 
A4 -,1-_··_-...... r.,·--·-i --'-j 
B.P .=200 P .s .1. ! 2500; 3.6% 10. 715 I 3.525 I 29. 5:1 i 
:~P .=300 p. s~~. f--32-~-~·--""1~'·-6-'-67-%-·-·l·'-1-'0-1--1--2-'-7-4-j~~:~1 
-r'. ., . -'-'1 
3.33% 1 0·76 3.38 .24 .9% J 
SAHPLE 
A1 
B.P.=200 p.s.i. 
B.2. 
B.P.=300 p.s.i. 2700 
B3 . 
B.P.=300 p:.s.i. 2200 0.59 4.17 23.8% 
134 
B.P.=300 p·.s.i. 1300 0.8;$ 
TABLE 2 
FLD RESULTS FOR S!SC:iTT 
DIE FAILURE DIA.a1 DIA.d.., STlL\IN STRATI! PRESSURE CHS. cr·I.:). <:.. ~, t2. P.S.I. 
A 6800 .350 .330 .424 .3.45 
.340 .310 .396 .304 
.340 .330 .396 .345 
.345 .320 .410 .333 
• 
B 5200 .340 .340 .396 • 396 
.350 .340 .424 .396 
.345 .330 .410 .345 
.330 .320 0345 .333 
C 5200 .330 0270 .345 .203 
.340 .285 .396 .219 
•• 330 .260 .·345 .134 
.330 .255 .345 .143 
D 5000 .330 .255 .345 .143 
.330 .255 .345 .143 
.340 .260 .396 .134 
.350 .260 .424 .134 
E 4900 .310 .245 .304 .106 
~ .320 .260 .333 .134 
.330 .240 .345 .• 051 
.340 .260 .396 .134 
TABLE 3 
FLD Rlt;SULTS :ro-q C?63 h 
-
DIE Jj\ILU:-::E DIA.d1 DIA.d2 ~TRAnT STRAIN RESSURE <h·IS. CHS. G, ~2... P. S.!. 
A 7800 .345 .;;20 .410 .333 
.360 •. 360 .456 .456 
.350 .~~ .424 .424 
.365 .365 .466 .466 
B . 6300 .360 .• 340 .456 .396, . . 
.360 .346 .456 .410 
.355 .325 .437 .350 
.340 .320 .396 .333 
C 6100 .340 .295 .396 .252 
.340 .320 .396 • 333 
.340 .305 .396 .286 
. 
• 345 .300 .410 .Z71 
.350 .310 .424 .304 
.340 .300 .396 .2'/1 
11 5900 .;;30 .280 .345 .210 
.350 .290 .424 .253 
.350 .290 .424 .253 
.340 .290 .396 .253 
~ 
.345 .280 .410 .210 
.340 .280. .396 .210 
E 5400 .340 .235 .396 .020 
.345 .240 .410 .051 
.345 .230 .410 0 
.340 .250 .396 .092 
TABLE 4 
FLD RI!SULTS FOR N80 
DIE FAILURE DIA.d1 DIA.d2 STRAIN STRAIN PRESSURE CHS. mfS. (, f.2. 
P.S.I. 
A 7800 .345 . ·320 .410 .333 
.350 .300 .424 .271 
.320 .325 .333 .350 
.320 .340 .333 .396 
.330 .330 .345 .345 
B· 6400 .365 .300 .466 .271 
.335 .320 .421 .333 
.355 .290 .465 .253 
.340 .310 .'7)6 .304 
C 6200 .340 .255 .396 .143 
.340 .290 .79G .253 
.330 .260 .345 .134 
.350 .320 '.424 .333 
D 6000 .345 .270 .410 .020 
.335 .240 .421 .051 
.310 .260 .304 .134 
.340 .250 .396 .092 
E: 5800 .290 .220 .253 0 
.280 .220 .210 0 
.285 .235 .221 .020 
.290 .235 .253 .020 
TABLE 5 
FLD RESULTS FOR N75 
FAILURE 
DIE PRESSURE DIA.d1 DIA.d2 STRAIN STRAIN P.S.I. CIiS. CHS. C;, c::~ 
A 6200 .33:> .340 .421 .39b 
.330 .330 .345 .345 
.340 .320 .396 .333 
.350 .320 .424 .333 
.320 .340 .333 .396 
B 5200 .360 .300 .456 .271 
.335 .300 .421 .271 
.325 .270 .350 .203 
.310 .290 .304 .253 
.345 .280 .410 .210 . 
• 335 .300 .421 .271 
C 5600 .330 .290 .345 .253 
.320 .325 .~?o .350 
.350 .320 .424 .333 
.300 .250 .• 271 .092 
D 4600 .310 .255 .304 .143 
.310 .260 .304 .134 
.• 300 .27u .271 .203 
.300 .245 .271 .106 
~ 
.310 .240 .304 .051 
E 4200 .280 .245 • 2.\0 .106 
.305 .240 .286", .051 
.295 .240 .282 .051 
.300 .240 .271 .051 
.295 .240 .282 .051 
.300 .250 .271 .092 
TABLE 6 
FLD RESULTS FOR S/607 
DIE l!"'A1LURE U:LA.dl D H\ .• d2 STRATI-T STRAn~ PRlliSuRE eNS. OHS. f., P.S.I. .. €.l. 
A 5800 .330 .330 .297 .297 
.330 .325 .297 0281 
.330 .330 .• 297 .297 
.330 .330 .297 2297 
·B 4600 .300 .290 .202 .~71 
.305 .290 .219 .171 
.310 .285 .251 .152 
.310 .. 300 .251 .202 
.300 .290 .202 .171 
C 4800 .290 .270 .171 .099 
.290 .275 .171 .117 
.280 .260 .134 .060 
.• 290 .270 .171 .099 
D 3600 .290 .260 .171 .060 
.285 .255 .152 .041 
.285 .255 .152 .041 
0280 .250 .134 .028 
E 3000 .290 .265 .171 .081 
.)290 0260 .171 .060 
.280 .250 .134 .028 
.290 .255 .17~ 0041 
.280 .260 .134 .060 
TABLE: 7 
FLU lU~ULT3 FOR S!SJ"2 
DIE FAILUl{E DIA.d1 lJlA. d2 STRAIN ~TRAlN PH.I!.::>SURl: ens. " C!1S. 
:2.3.1. f., E2 
A 6000 .360 .355 .254 .242 
.365 .365 " .267 .267 
.355 .350 .242 .236 
.365 .365 .267 .267 
B 4800 .330 .295 .170 .055 
.320 .300 .137 .074 
.330 .3<)5 .170 .091 
~ 
.320 .300 .137 .074 
c 4600 .320 .300 .137 .074 
.320 .300 .137 .074 
.325 .295 .153, .055 
.330 .305 .170 .091 
D 3800 .305 .295 0091 .055 
.305 .295 .091 .055 
.310 .290 .135 " .0"57 
.295 .290 .055 .037 
E 3100 .300 .290 .07~- .037 
. 
.300 .:295 .074 .055 
.295 .285 .v55 .023 
.310 .290 .091 .Oy! 
TABLE 8 
UA'l'ERIAL SP~CIFICA.TIOns 
S/SCHT 
: . 
R.R. Code EAB .no. HStlli 5523 
18/8 Austenitic stainless steel 
O.O~C, O.2-l.o;~ Si,O.~ t·rn, ~.OO-lu.O~~ ni,17.0-l9 .• 00;~ Cr,O.C25# S, 
0.03~ P, 10 x'1.tJ Nb. 
S/607 
R.R. Code E1Q No. H~rtR.5514 
l1i; Cr. - 1~ 1-10 Steel 
O.12-0.l7;J C, 0.60;~ S:i.,O.50-1.20r~ }In,O.O)OJ~ P, 0.C25~ S, lo.0-12.e~ C~, 
b.70-1.20% I'le, 0.40-0.~O;~ l-Ti, 0.15-0.35;; V. 
S/SJ2 
12% er - q& Ni - 2% Mo> - 0.3% V 
R.R .. Co.de. EA1 No.'. MSRR 6504 
0.08-0.13,% C,0.35% Si, 0.5-0.9.% Mn, 0.03,% P, 0.02~ S, 11-12.5,% Cr, 
1.5-2.0% ~'[o, 2.0-3.0% Ni, 0.25-0.40% v. 
N75 . 
R.R. Code QAB No. MSRR 7008 
20% Cr - 0.4% Ti - Nickel based alloly 
0.08-0.15% C, 1.0% Si,l.~i Mn, 0.02.% S, 18-21% Cr, O.~ Cu, 5.0% Fe, 
0.2-0.6;0 Ti. 
N80 
20% Cr - 2.25% Ti - Nickel based alloy 
1.8-2.75% Ti, 18-2156 Cr,1.0-1.75% AI, 0-1% Max. C, 1.0% Max. Si, 
1.0% Hax. Mn,l.O% Max. Fe,O.2% Max. Cu, qb Max. CO'. 
TABLE 8 (CONTD.) 
C263 
R.R. Code QAR No'. I{SRR 70;6 
20% Cr - 20% Co - 6~& Mo, - 2% Ti, Nickel based alloy 
0.04-0.08% C, 0.10-0.40% Si,0.20-0.60.% Mn,· 0.0015% S, 0.30-0.60% Al, 
19.0-21.0% Co., 0.2% Cu, 1.9-2.4% Ti. 
. .. 
TABLE 9 
STRESS/STRAIN CURVE RESULTS 
LOAD EXTENSION 'l'RUE STRAnr TRUE STRE::iS 
Px10~g. &run. t 0- X 107 N/m2 
1.75 1.19 0.(1126 " 2.49 
2.26 "2.38 0.0459 3.30 
2.50 3~57 0.0678 3.73 
2.73 4.76 " " 0.0902 4.16 
2.93 5.95 0.1105 4.55 " . 
3.11 7.14 0.1311 4.94 
3.25 8~34 0.1521 5.~ 
3.40 9.55 0.1720 5.G'I 
3".52 10.71 0.1915 5094 
3.63 11:.9 0.2105 6.25 
3.73 13.1 0.2290 6.52 
. 
3.81 14.3 "0.2480 6 .. 80 
3".89 15.45 0.2660 7.08 
3".94 16.65 002830 7.28 
4.00 17.85 0.3010 7.54 
4.02 19.05 0.3180 7.69 
4.62 20.2 0.335 7.82 
4.02 21.45 0.352 7.97 
. 
4.03 ~3.8 0.384 8.25 
M,ateria1; S/SOtlT trehsverse to rolling direction 
Width; 13.079, 12.916, 12.866, 120872, 12.924, 12.910, mm. 
Thiclmessj 0.561, 0.553, 0.561, 00559, 0.550, 0.551 mm. 
Initiul gauge length; 50.9 mm. 
Final gautie length; 77.1 mm. 
LOAD 
... 
2 Pxl0 k~. 
1.86 
2.07 
2.23 
2.39,' 
2.54 
2.80 
3.·02 
3.23 
3.42 
3.58 
3.72 
3085 
3'.96 
4.05 
4.13 
4.20 
4.25 
4.31 
. 
4.35 
4.36 
TABLE 10 
STRSSS/STRAIN CURVE RESULTS 
l'1X'l' ENS ION· '.PRUE STRAHT. 
-
E:nm. E 
0.593 0.1175 
'1.184 0.0226 
1.779 0.0343 
2.370 0.0458. 
2.98 0.0574 
4.145 0.0779 
5.33 0.0998 
6.54 0.1201 
7.,{1 0.1415 
8.91 0.1615 
10.08 0.1809 
11.25 0.1998 
12.43 0.219 
13.61 0.238 
14.80 0.255 
16.00 0.273 
17.,19 0.291 
18.95 0.317 
20.75 0.342 
22.50 0.366 
TRUE STRE3S 
-. 
C5' 'lC 10 7 ~/r:J.? 
2.70 
3.04 
3.32 
3'.59 
3.85 
4&34 
4.78 
5.22 
5.-65 
6.0' , 
6.49 
6.75 
7.08 
7.36 
7.65 
7.92 
8.16 
8.49 
8.77 
9.01 
Mc.terinl; S/SC1TT parallel to rolling direction. 
1'lidth; 12.953; 12.857; 1:.860; 12.815; 12.791; ,12.838 illlIl. 
Thickness; 0.541; 0.541; 0.5~,3; 0.544; 0.541; 0.5'1,1 mm. 
Initial gu~Ge length: 50.9 om. 
Final b~e~c lenzth: 74.0 mm. 
TABLE 11 
S,TRESS/STRAIN CTJRV8 n':':;SULTS. 
LOAD EXT::]TSION TIlU E STRAIN TRUE STRESS 
? Px10-kg. Emm. ~ et' X 107 N/m2• 
2,58 1.93 -0.03'71 3~50 
2.85 3.10 0.0592 4.06 
3.06 4.265 0.0809 4.46 
3.28 5.44 001012 4.89 
3.48 6.60 0.1222 5.27 
- . 
3.67 7.78 0.1423 5.70 
3.84 8.94 0.1625 6.07 
4.00 10.10 0.1819 6.44 
4.14 11.29 0.2008 6.79 
4.28 12.44 00219 7.15 
4.49 13.61 0.238 7.64 
4.51 14080 0.248 7.75 
4.63 15.95 0.273 8.16 
4.74 17.11 0.290 8.50 
4.85 18.30 0.3075 8.85 
4.94 19.45 0.324 9.16 
5.00 20.6 0.340 9.44 
5.11 -22.4 0.365 9.90 
5.18 . 24.15 0.388 10.24 
5.20 25.19 0.412 10.52 
Material: C263 transverse to rolling direction. 
Width; 13.160; 13.070; 12.992; 12.893; 12.945; 12.897 mm. 
Thickness; 0.574; 0.575; 0.573; 0.573;- 0.575; 0.578 me. 
Ini-'oial g"Ucge length: 50.9 mm. 
Final guage length: 78.3 mm. 
----------------------~------------------------------
TABLE 12 
STRE:>S/~ll'RAIU CUn.VZ R',!)ULTS. 
LOAD EXTENSIOn 'rmJ3 STRAIU TRUE STRESS 
? f <J x 107 n/Ll2 • PxlO-kg. r.iam. - . 
2.86 0.951 0.0184 4.07 
.. 
3.10 1.900 0.0362 4. '37 
3.30 2.85 0.05'37 4.73 
3.50 3.80 0.0725 5.10 
3.66 4.75 0.0890 5.44 . . 
3.83 5.70 0.1061 5.79 
3.98 6.65 (}.,1230 6.14 
4.12 7.60 0.1400 6.45 
4.24 8.55 0.1555 6.73 
4.38 9.51 0.1675 7.04 
4.50 10.45 0.1849 7.35 
. 
4.62 11.39 0.202 7.69 
4.73 12033 0.2175 8.00 
4.88 13.79 0.240 8.43 
5.10 16.15 0.2755 9.11 
5.31 18.51 v.310 9.84 
5.47 20.9 00·344 10.49 
5.60 23.25 o. '376 11.09 
'. 
5.69 25.60 0.407 11.60 
5.72 28.0 0.438 12.05 
Materials: C263 parallel to rolling direction o 
Width; 13.132; 12.890; 12.894; 13.053; 13.130; 12.956 mm. 
Thickness; 0.564; 0.563; 0.568; 0.568; 0.563; 0.559~. . 
. Initial guuge length: 50.9. 
TABLE 13 I 
-I 
.. - .. 
-
LOAD EXTEtlSION TRUE STRAIN TRUE STRESS 
px1011cg. E mm. E o-x 107 N/m
2 
-
3.08 0.723 0.0138 4.30 
3.29 1.305 0.0256 4.64 
3.46 1.890 0.0362 4.92 
3.63 2.47 0.0477 5.22 
3.76 3.06 0.0584 5.46 
3.92 3.64 0.0696 5.76 
4.06 4.22 ·0.0798 6.05 
4.20 4.80 0.0901 6.32 
4~32~ 5.39 0.1005 6.55 
4.43 5.97 0.1101 6.79 
4.54 6.55 0.121 7.03 
4.66 7.14 0.131 7.28 
4.76 7.72 0.1414 7.53 
4.85) 8.30 0.151 7.76 
5.03 9.45 0.1708 8.18 
5.19 10.65 0.1905 8.62 
• 
5.33 11.80 o:~ 2085 9.01 
5.46 12.99 0.227 9.40 
5.54 14.20 0.2475 9.74 
5.62 15.30 0.2635 10.03 
Material: N80 transverse tOl ro;lling direction 
Width:13.199; 12.920; 12.909; 13.119; 13.044 mm. 
Thickness: 0.560; 0.558; 0.560;,0.560; 0.561; 0.559 mm. 
Initial gauge length: 50.9 mm. 
Final gauge length: 77.8 mm. 
LOAD 
2 
. PxlO kg. 
2.6 
2.82 
3.00 
3.17 
3.33 
3.46 . 
3.60 
, .. 73 
3.85 
3.98 
4.08 
4.19 
4.40 
4.57 
4.73 
4.88 
5.uO 
5.11 
5.20 
5.32 
TABLE 14 
STRESS/STRAIN CURVE RESULTS 
EXTENSION TRUE STRAIN 
E mm • 
€. 
. 
0.406 0.0076 
1.002 0.0198 
1.600 0.0304 
2.200 0.042 
2.795 0.0537 
3.395 0.0650 
3.95 0.0754 
4.59 0.0862 
5.18 0.0974 
5.78 0.1079 
6.38 0.1178 
6.97 0.1281 
8.16 0.1492 
9.35 0.1690 
10.55 0.1890 
11.73 '-0.2075 
12.95 0.227 
14.12 0.246 
15.32 0.2635 
17.7 .. O~298 
TRUE STRESS 
7· 2 0- x 10 N/m 
3.65 
4.00 
4.31 
4.60 
4.90 
5.14 
5.40 
5.65 
5.90 
6.17 
6.40 
6.62 
7.11 
7~51 . 
7.94 
8.35 
8.72 
9.09 
9.41 
9.96 
Material: N80 parallel to rolling direction 
Width: 13.091; 13.015; 12.988; 12.987; 12.882; 13.071 mm. 
Thickness: 0.548; 0.548; 0.550; 0.556; 0.553; 0.553 mm. 
Initial gauge length: 50.9 mm 
Final gauge length: 79.7 mm. 
LOAD 
2 Pxl0 kg. 
2.8 
2.95 
3.21 
3.45 
3.64 
3.80 
3.98 
4'-12 
4.25 
4.38 
4.49 
4.59 
4.70 
4.78 
4.90 
5.01 
5.10J 
5.18 
5.24 
5.32 
TABLE 15 
STRESS/STRAIN CURVE RESULTS 
EXTENSION TRUE STRAIN 
Emm E 
0.290 0.0058 
0.579 0.0108 
1.158 0.0226 
1.738 0.0334 
2.317 0.0440 
2.895 0.0555 
3.475 " 0.0658 
4.050 0.0169 
4.63 0.0870 
5.21 0.0972 . 
5.79 0.1079 
6.36 0.1179 
6.94 0.1273: 
7.53 0.1386 
8.40 0.153 
9.26 0.1675 
10.12 0.1819 
11.00 ·~0.1960 
11.88 0.209 
13.02 '0.228 
TRUE STRESS 
tYxl07 N/m2 
3.98 
4.23 
4.65 
5~05 
5.40 
5.69 
6.02 
6.30 
6.57 
6.84 
7.09 
7.31 
7.56 
7.765 
8.09 
8.39 
8.66 
8.92 
9.15 
9.45 
Mate~ial: N75 transverse to rolling direction 
Width: 12.958; 12.850; 12.988; 12.850; 13.022; 13.088 mm 
Thickness: 0.547; 0.546; 0.542; 0.542; 0.564; 0.543 mm 
Initial gauge length: 50.9 mm 
Final gauge length: 67.1 mm 
LOAD 
2 Px10 kg 
,.06 
3.29 
3.59 
3.77 
4.00 
4.18 
4.36 
4;6 
4.76 
4.84 
4.95 
5.04 
5.13 
5.20 
5.28 
5.34 
5.45 
5.50 
5.53 
5.59 
TABLE 16 
STRESS/STRAIN CURVE R~uLTS 
EXTENSION TRUE STRAIN 
Emm E 
0.624 0.0117 
1.185 0.0226 
1.920 0.0371 
2.465 0.0477 
3.22 0.0610 
3.845 0.0735 
4.600 0.0860 
5.85 0.1085 
6.57 0.121 
7.16 0.132 
7.89 0.144 
8.49 0.1545 
9.20 0.1665 
. 
9.86 0.1777 
10.53 0.1855 
11.11 0.191 
12.48 0.219 
13.00 :,,0.228 
13.85 0.241 
15.10 I .0.260 
TRUE STRESS 
() 7, 2 
x 10' N/m 
4.34 
4.72 
5.21 
5.53 
5.95 . . 
6.28 
6.64 
7.17 
7.53 
7.73 
8.00 
8.23 
8.47 
8.68 
8.90 
9.05 
0":; 
9.49 
:,·9.65 
o _ .~ 
9.83 
o 0_ 
10.12 
Material: N75 parallel to the rolling direction 
, 
Width: 13.110; 12.989; 12.972; 12.892; 12.853.; 12.905 mm 
Thickness: 0.552; 0.553; 0.554; 0.551; 0.550; 0.550 mm 
Initial gauge length: 50.9 mm 
Final gauge length: 67.0 mm 
LOAD 
Pxl02kg 
2.72 
2.85 
2.98 
3.07 
3.20 
3.38 
3.56 
3 •. 69 
3.81 
3.91 
4.00 
4.08 
4.14 
4.20 
1.22 
4.28 
4.30 
4.34 
4.37 
4.38 
TABLE 17 
STRESS/STRAIN CURVE RESULTS 
EX'l'l~HSION TRUE STRAIN 
Emm. €. 
0.244 0.0048 . 
0.489 0.0099 
0.734 0.0138 
0.978 0.0184 
1.22 0.0238 
1.71 0.0334 
2.20 0.0420 
2.;69 0.0516 
3.18 0.0611 
3.66 0.0696 
4.15 0.0788 
4.54 0.0855 
5.12 0.0965 
5.61 0.l041 
6.11 0.1131 
6.60 0.1222 
7.09 0.1310 
8.30 0.1510 
9.52 0.1718 
10.75 0.1921 
TRUE STRESS 
()' X107 N/m 2 
3.66 
3.85 
4.04 
4.18 
4.·38 
. . 
4.67 
4.96 
5.20 
5.,41 
5.61 
5.78 
5.93 
6.10 
6.24 
6.31 
6.46 
6.55 
6.75 
6.91 
7.09 
Material: S/607 trannverse to rolling diroction. 
'Udth: l3.012; 12.849; 12.805; 12.700; 13.000; 12.765 cm. 
Thickness: 0.581; 0.589; 0.581; 0.581; 0.585; 0.582 mm. 
Initial guage length: 50.9 mm. 
Final guage length: 63.8 mm. 
'r: 
'. 
LOAD 
2 Px10 kg. 
2.96 
3.20 
3031 
3042 
3.52 
3.60 
3.69 
3.76 
3.84 
3.91 
4.03 
4.13 
4.20 
4.28 
4.32 
4.42 
4.49 
4.50 
4.50 
, 
4.50 
'l1'ABLE 18 
STRESS/STRAIN CURVE RESULTS. 
.l!iX'.l'ENSION TRUE STRAIN 
Emm •. . E. 
0.1282 0.00276 
0.643 0.01255 
0.900 0.0175 
1.155 0.0226 
1.411 0.0274 
1.670 0.0322 
1.925 0.0370 
2.180 0.04185 
2.440 0.04677 
2.70 0.0515· 
3.21 0.0610 
3.73 0.0705 
4.24 0.0796 
4.76 0.0900 
5.27 0.0989 
6.56 0.121 
7.84 0.143 
9.12 0.165 
10.40 0.186 
'11.58 0.207 
TRUE STRESS 
cs-nO 7 N /Dl2 
4.01 
4.33 
4.49 
4.66. 
4. R 2 
4.96 
5.10 
5.2:;1 
5.36 
5.50 
5.73 
5.92 
60u8 
6.25 
6.37 
6.65 
6.91 
7.06 
7.24 
7.38 
Material: S/607 parallel to rolling ~irection. 
'ilidth: 13.103; 12.780; 12.745; 12.751; 12.678; 12.670 mm. 
Thickness: 0.583; 0.590; 0.590; 0.590; 0.583; 0.588 mm. 
Initial guage length: 50.9 mm. 
Final length: 63.5 mm. 
, 
TABLE· 19 
STRFSS/STRAIlr CURVE RESULTS .. 
LOAD BXT~JS~ON TRUE STRA.IN TRUE STRESS 
Pxl02kg Emm E 7' 2 o-x10 N/m. 
5.45 0.514 0.0099 7.39 
.. 
5.70 0.770 0.0147 7.75 
5.89 . 1.029 0.0198 8.05 
6.02 1.283 0.0247 8.27 
6.13 1.540 0.0295 8.46 
6.22 1.798 0.0344 8.62 
6.30 2.140 0.0410 8.79 
6 •. 36 2.32 0.0449 8.90 
6.42 2.57 0.0498 9.04 
6.47 2.825 0.0546 9.15 
6.51 3.083 0.0592 9.26 
6.54 3.34 0.0641 9.35 
6~57 3.60 0.0688 9.44 
.~ 
6.59 3.85 0.0735 9.50 
6.60 4.11 0.0780 9.56 
6.61 4.365 0.0827 9.64 
6.62 4.62 0.0871 9.68 
6.62 4.88 0.0920 9.74 
6.62 5.13 0.0964 9.77 
6.63 . 5.39 0.1008 9.82 
Material: S/SJ2 parallel to the rolling direction. 
Width: 13.068; 12,819; 12.872; 12.918; 12.879; 13.076 mm. 
Thickness: 0.573; 0.579; 0.577; 0.580; 0.576; 0.575 mm. 
Initial guage length: 50.9 mm. 
Final guage length: 56.8 mm. 
TABLE 20a 
STRAIN PATH TRAVERSES 
Blank Hateria1: C263' 
Punch Hateria1: Heehanite 
IFL Lubricant 
SAHPLE GRID d1 d2 Strain Strain NO. f:, E> 
1 1 0.262 0.234 0.076 0 
3 0.262 0.241 0.076 0 
5 0.270 0.243 0.083 0 
8 0.252 0.241 0.0369 0 
10 0.259 0.255 0.0645 0.0·184 
2. 1 0.Z78 0.265 0.1335 0.0875 
2 0.297 0.233 0.202 0 
4 0.298 0.261 0.: 2035 0.0714 
5 0.303 0.260 '0.2210 0.0668 
9 0.249 0.232 0.0253 0 
12 0.240 0.241 u o .O13~ 
4 1 0.260 0.235 0.0691 0 
2 0.268 0.216 0.099 0 
3 0.280 0.224 0.143 0 
4 0.298 0.257 0.205 0.0575 
5 0.320 0.279 0.276 0.138. 
6 0.248 0.·261 0.0207 0.0714 
TABLE 20b 
STRAIN P.t,,'l'E TRAVERSES 
Blank r.tatcriu1: 0263 
Punch Muteria1: Aluminiu~ Bronze 
IFL Lubricant 
SEJIip1e Grid d1 d2 »train Strain 
}To. ~\ ~l. 
1 2 0.271 0.250 0.108 0.0299 
4 0.269' 0.244 0.101 0.0036 
6 0.268, 0.247 0.0965 0.0184 
8 0.241 0.238 0 e 
10 0.261 0.232 0.0714 0 
2 1 0.259 0.224 0.0598 0 
3 0.265 0.218 0.q874 0 
5 0.283 0.232 0.154 0 
7 0.285 0.248 0·159 0.0207 
10 O. Zl7 0.261 0.131 0.0714 
12 0.281 0.271 0.144 0.1105 
13 0.273 0.281 0.::'15 0.145 
3 2 0.302 0.307 0.218 0.234 
4 0.299 0.301 0.207 0.214 
6 0.295: 0.306 0.1935 0.230 
8 O. '297 0.301 0.200 0.216 
10 0.310 0.278 0.242 0.1335 
12 0.300, 0.246 0.212 0.1:8 
14 . O. ~86 0.2.56 0.1635 0.0529 
4 1 0.318 0.307 0,269 0.234 
.. 0.312 0.315 0.262. 0.260 ) 
5 0.329 0.318 0.3'); 0.269 
7 0.312 0.301 0.262 0.216 
9 0.289 C.265 0.173 0.0874 
11 0.284 0.259 0.156 0.0644 
5 1 0.316 0.306 0.262 0.233 
2 0.257 0.333 0.281 0.309 
3 0.336 0.312 0.324 0.251 
4 0.291 0.308 0.180 0.237 
5 0.300 0.294 0.212 0.192 
6 0.283 0.250 0.152 0.0299 
, 
~--------------------------------------------------------
'l"ABLE 21a 
STn: ... IN Pf .. TI1 TRA~T':::RS:::: 
Bl,m,k ~!aterial: N75 
Punch Haterial: Heeh~.ni tc 
IFL Lubricant 
SOT1ple Grid dl cms. d2 ems. Strain Strain 
No. f:, ~L 
1 2 0.263 0.236 0.0807 0 
4 0.283 0.231 0.152 0 
6 0.269 0.243 0.101 0 
8 0.Zl7 0.252 0.129 0.0369 
.10 0.263 0.253 0.0807 0.0416 
12 0.265 0.267 0.0876 0.0945 
2. 3 0.283 0.247 0.147 0.161 
5 0.294 0.263 0.191 0.0807 
7 0.282 0.255 0.1475 0.0507 
9 0.300 0.284 0.212 0.1565 
11 0.293 0.294 0.189 0.~91 
13 0.293 0.288 0.189 0.170 
3 1 0.317 0.238 0.267 0 
3 0.314 0.260 0.258 0.0691 
5 0.295 0.263 0.193 0.0784 
7 0.303 0.281 0.221 0.147 
9 0.296 0.279 0.198 0.138 
11 0.297 0.289 0.202 0.175 
4 2 0.316 0.232 0.263 0 
4 0.309 0.230 0.272 0 
. 
-
6 0.306 0.259 U.2303 0.0646 
.8 0.307 0.262 0.235 0.0761 
·10 0.303 0.294 0.221 0.191 
12 0.303 0.304 0.221 0.221 
5 2 0.341 0.249 0.339 0.0254 
4 0.348 0.263 0.358 0.0784 
6 0.340 0.274 0.336 0.120 
8 0.350 0.278 0.367 0.136 
10 u·336 0.296 0.325 0.198 
TAliLE 2lb 
S'J'R.UN P~"'TH TRAVERSES 
. Blank Haterial: N75 
Punch Eatcrial: Alu!!liniuI'!l Bronze 
IFL 1ubric[:nt 
Su::rplc Grid dl . d2 Strain Strain 
No. 
€:, £t 
1 1 0.243 0.238 0 0 
3 0.253 0.238 0.0369 0 
5 0.250 0.235 0.0277 0 
7· 0.243 0.232 0 0 
.10 0.253 0.246 0.0369 0.0138 
12 0.250 0.247 0.0277 0.0184 
2 1 0.256 0.243 v.0507 0 
3 0.254 0.242 0.0488. 0 
8 0.282 0.253 0.150 0.0415 
10 0.284 0.246 0.157 0.01;8 
12 0.268 0.255 0.0484 
14 6.7{S 0.272 0.1335 0.113 
15 0.267 0.271 0.0945 0.1105 
3 1 0.289 0.239 0.175 0 
3 0.291 0.249 0.182 0.254 
5 0.308 0.258 0.238 0.060 
7 0.310 0.277 0.244 0.131 
9 0.294 0.279 0.191 0.138 
11 0.285 0.285 0.159 0.161 
13 0.279 0.277 0.138 0.13: 
4 2 0.288 v.288 0.170 0.170 
4 0.312 0.278 0.2540 0.136 
6 0.313 0.265 0.252 0.0876 
8 0.308 0.245 0.238 0.009 
10 0.292 0.233 0.184 0 
11 0.294 0.239 0.191 0 
5 2 0.328 0.341 0.302 0.339 
4 0.337 0.314 0.328 0.258 
6 0.312 0.311 0.349 0.249 
8 0.317 0.259 0.268 0.065 
10 0.316 0.26~ 0.263 0.076 
TABLE,22a 
STR.UN PATH' 'rRAVERSS3 
Blank r'1atcri31: S/607 
Punch Hatcria1: !,~eeh8.ni te 
IFL Lubricant . 
Sc...l'1p1e Grid d1 cr.ls. ·d2 ems. Strain Strairu No. ~\ G..z.. 
1 1 0.253 0'.256 0.0404 0.053 
3 0.264 0.245 0.083 0.009 ' 
5 0.266 0 .. 247 0.0922 0.0184 
7 0.266 0.257 0.0922 0.0553 
9 0.261 0.251 0.0725 0.0322 
11 0.261 0.250 o .07~5 0.0276 .• 
13 0.252 0.250 0.076 0.0276 
2 1 0.262 0.278 0.076 O.lji33 
2 0.278 0.267 0.1338 0.0945 
4 0.280 0.270 0.1429 0.106 
5 0.259 0.263 0.0645 0.0807 
6 0.278 0.257 0.1338 0.0554 
7 0.265 0.251 0.0876 0.0323 
9 0.256 0.244 0.053 0.0046 
11 0.257 0.253 0.0t;54 0 
3 1 0.~o1 0.244 0.07 :':'5 o .00tF6 
3 0.267 0.243 0.0945 0 
4 0.254 0.248 0.046 0.0207 
5 0.262 0.261 0.076 0.0725 
7 0.277 u.262 0.131 0.076 
8 0.285 0.279 0.160 0.138 
9 0.289 0.276 0.175 0.1268 
10 0.278 0.266 0.1335 0.0922 
11 0.269 0.268 0.1015 0.0967 
12 0.260 0.268 0.0691 0.Og67 
4 .i 0 .. '267 0.Lb5 0.0945 0.0876 
2 0.283 0.252 0.152 0.0368 
4 0.290 0.255 0.1775 0.0484 
5 0.2.78 0.257 0.1335 0.0553 
7 0.272 0.247 0.1130 0.0184 
9 0'.272 0.240 0.1130 0 
11 0.275 0.239 0.1:245 0 
:> 1 O.3~4 U.31~ 0.~38 0.251 
. 2 0.299 0.297 0.207 0.2005 
3. 0.278 0.277 0.1338 0.134 
4 ' 0.277 0.261 0.1311 0.0725 
5 0.270 0.247 0.106 0.0184 
6 0.249 0.247 0.0253 0.0184 
.. ~. 
TAtlLB 22b 
STRAIN PATH TRAVERSES 
Blank IJIate~ial: 5/607 
Punch folaterial: Aluminium Bronze 
. n~ Lubricant 
Sample Grid d1 ems. d 2 ems. No. 
1 1 0.253 0.247 
3 0.250 0.250 
5 0.277 0.244 
7 0.270 0.264 
9 0.275 0 .. 264-
11 0.269 0.243 
3 1 0.~80 0.:!..77 
2 0.279 0.275 
5 0.281 0.276 
7 0.275 0.271 
9 0.277 0.272 
11 0.278 0.264 
12 0.261 0.249 
13 0.265 0.249 
15 0.258 0.241 
4 1 0.290 0.290 
2 0.297 0.295 
4 0.286 0.275 
5 0.278 0.259 
6 0.278 0.253 
8 0.253 0.252 
9 0.255 0.254 
5 1 0.255 0.245 
3 0.328 0.252 
4 0.287 0.260 
7 0.312 0.301 
10 0.;99 0.301 
11 0.312 0.288 
13 0·302 0.291 
14 ·0.270 0.270 
6 1 0.257 0.243 
3 0.268 0.247 
5 0.300 0.275 
6 0.321 0.277 
7 0.332 0.315 
Strain Strain 
G., E:z. 
0.0414 0.0173 
0.0276 0.0276 
0.1311 0.OU46 
0.1060 0.0829 
o .1:~41 0.0840 
0~101~ 0.0092 
0.1·~3 0.1325 
0.1385 0.1245 
0.lta5 0.1265 
0.1245 0.1105 
0.1290 0.1130 
0.1349 0.083 
0.0714 0.023 
0.0795 0.023 
0.0599 0 
0.1771 0.1771 
0.2015 0.1935 
0.1621 0.1?42 
0.1348 0.0645 
0.1348 0.0414 
0.0414 0.0:;;69 
0.0484 0.0 /1-38 
0.0472 0.CC92 
0.2Y9 0.0369 
U.168 0.066~ 
0.250 0.214 
0.298 0.298 
0.25~ 0.1705 
0.219 0.1795 
0.106 0.1060 
0.055'2 0 
0.099 0.0173 
0~l:!1~ 0.1241 
6.280 u.1322 
0.315 0.260 
". 
TABLE 23a 
CIRCLE ARC ELONGATION TEST RESULTS, 
Material C263 lI80 
Direction 0° RD 450 RD 900 RD 0° RD 45° RD 900 RD 
L l.""". 0.5099 0.5123 0.5058 0.5113 0.5101 0.5091 0 
Lf i..n'fo. . 0.6722 0.65u6 0.6940 0.7005 0.6899 0.6684 
w ~~. 
0> 
0.4874 0.4986 0.4996 0.4917 0.5009 0.4965 
. 0.4256 0.4297 0.4277 0.4221 0.4302 0.4346 W'f \.t'\.'. 
£1 0.2759 0.2383 0.3164 0.3145 0.3024 0.2732 
E'w:. 0.1356 0.1486 0.1555 0.1527 0.1523 0.1331 
Et 0.1403 0.0897 ' 0.1609 u.1618 0.1501 0.1401 
R 0.9665 1.657 0.9651 0.944 1.014 0.950 
n 0.2759 0.2383 0.3164 0.3155 0.302 0.273,' 
. 
-R: 1.3114 0.981 
-n 0.2769 0.297 
l\i 0.691 0.067 ' 
TABLE 23b 
CIRCLE ARC ELONGATION TEST Rl.sULTS 
Haterial S/607 N75. 
Direction 00 ' RD 450 RD 90°' RD 00 RD 45° RD 90,01 RD 
L o ins 0.5067 0.5070 0.5102 0.5110 0.5152 0.5091 
Lf ins, 0.5877 0.5741 0.5680 0.6910 0.6678 0.6174 
W ins 0.4870 0.4998 0.5011 0.4'188 0.1901 0.4987 0 
wf ins 0.4510 0.4677 0.4649 0.4244 0.4262 0.4521 
€:I. 0.1490 0.1242 0.1077 0.3019 0.2602 0.1935 
ew 0.0767 0.0663 0.0751 0.0993 0.1·398 0.0981 
Et 0.0723 0.0579 0.0326 0.2026 0.1204 0.0954 
R 1.061 1.145 2.304 0.490 1.1bo 1.030 
n 0.1490 0.1242 0.1077 0.3019 0.2602 0.1935 
-
. 
R 1.414 1.128 
-n 0.1270 0.2519 
baR 0.536 0.538 
.. 
I 
, ! 
Material 
Direotion 
L ins., 
° 
Lt ins. 
,~o ins. 
vt ins. 
t1 
€.w , 
E: t 
R 
n 
.... , .. 
R 
-n 
Ai 
TA13LE 230 
CIRCLE ARC ELONGATION TEST 
S/SJ2 
' OO'RD 45°, RD 900 RD' 0° RD 
0.5059 0.5035 0.5041 0.5093 
0.5218 0.5494 0.5281 0.5871:. 
0.4882 0.4927 0.4993 0.,5008 
0.4815 0.4669 0.4918 0.4510 
0.0313 0.0872 0.0470 0.1421 
0.0141 0.0539 0.0152 0.1048 
0.0172 0.0333 0.0318 0.0"573' 
0.8198 ' 1.618 " 0.4779 2.809 
....• 
0.0313 o,os"'2'~. 0.0470 0.~421 
" 
.1~~i:U: ,:' 
, <,'&.0552 
, . 
'0.969, 
" 
, / 
'I . 
S/SCNT 
45° RD 
0.5042.; 
0.7247 
. 0.4895 
0.3912 
0.3634 
0.2241 
0.1393 
1.608 
. 
0.3634 
, 1 .729 
0.290 
0.242 
90° RD 
0.5018 
0.7226 
0.494'2 
0.4163 
, ' 
0.3644 
0.1716 
0.1928 
0.890 
0.·3644 ,: 
I, 
I . 
I 
TABLE 24 
RESULTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF R VALUES 
lIutcrio.l Length "Ylidth Vircction 
L. ins. W. ins. ~ f."" Gt., 
J. J. 
N75· 5.12 3.3 0.119 0.058 0.061 Tranovorse 4.68 3.44 0.083 0.040 0.043' 
4.29 3.61 0.043 0.020 0.023 to' RD 
, 4.02 3.72 0.014 0.006 0.008 
S/SJ2 4.44 3.64 0.057 0.039 0.018 Para.llcl 4.27 3.70 0.040 0.028 0.012 
4.22 3.67 0.035 0.020 0.015 to RD 
3.98 3.78 0.009 0.007 0.002 
S/SJ2 5.3 3.45 0.134 0.080 0.054 Transverse 4.8 3.50 0.090 0.044 0.047 to RD 4.84 3.57 0.059 0.032 o •. on 
S/607 4.99 3.17 0.lU8 0.030 0.078 Parallel 4.74 3.32 0.085 o .on 0.058 to RD 4.35 3.50 0.048 0.013 0.035 
4.00 3.76 o .01L 0.006. 0.005 
S/607 4.28 3.62 0.040 0.020 0.020 Transverse 4.85 3.48 0.095 0.045 0.050 to RD 5.45 3.23 0.146 0.065 0.071 
N80 6.0~ 3.00 0.190 0.097 0.093 Parallel 5.45 3.18 0.146 0.070 0.076 
5.05 3.32 0.113 0.056 0.057 to RD 
N80 4.09 3.74 0.021 0 .. 015 0.006 Transverse 4.35 3.60 0.048 0.026 0.0'22 
4.87 3.38 0.097 0.047 0.050 to }tJ) 
5 .• 73 3.10 . 0.168 0.081 0.087 
S/SCNT. 4.05 3.70 0.017 0.006 0.011 Parallel 4.68 3.47 0.079 0.040 0.039, 
5.51 3.18 0.151 0.074 0.077 to RD 
6.29 2.98 0.208 0.103 0.105 
C263 5.93 3.06 0.183 0 .. 089 0.09L~ Parallel 5.25 3.25 0.130 0.063· 0.067 to RD 4.49 3.61 0.062 0.040 0.022 
4.17 3.66 0.030 0.014 0.016 
0263 5.76 3.15 0.170 0.085 0.085 Transverse 5.0u 3.34 0.109 0.054 0.055 
4.47 3.54 0.060 0.030 0.0;0 to RD 
4.17 3.62 0.030 0.018 0.012 
TABLE 25a 
Material: S/SJ2 
METHOD A,N/m2 B n R Rv x 
Circle Arc Test 0.0631 0.478 0.820 
Ludwik equation 1.327 x 108 0.128 
Swift equation 1.327 x 108 0.000 0.128 
Photographic 0.555 0.S62 
..... Results 
Curve Fitting 0.108 ? 
'l'ABLE 25h 
Material: S/607 
I·1ETHOD A,N/m2 B n R R 
x 7 
Circle arc test 0.127 1.C)61 2.304 
Ludwik eq~ation 1.397 x 108 0,221 
Swift equation 0.6175 x 10 8 0.0179 0.115 
c . 
Photograph! c 1.095 2.42 
Results 
'" 
Curve Fitting 0.112 7 ? 
TABLE 25c 
Material: N75 
METHOD A.N/m~ B n R I R 
x 7 
Circle Arc Test 0.252 .'.150 1.030 
Lud wik equa:f;ion 1.726 x 108 , 0.394 
Swift equation 0.494 x 108 0.0727 0.414 
Photographic 1.076 
-
-
Results.: 
Curve Fitting 0.347 1.0 1.0 
TABLE 25d 
Hatcrial: C263 
METHOD A,N/mc.. B n R R 
x y 
Circle Arc Test 00Z77 0.g665 O·O6~ ~ 
Ludwik equation 1.975 x 108 0.579 
~wift equation 1.187 x 108 0.107 00591 
PhotogrSlphic 1.,056 1.00 
Results 
Curve Fitting 0.304 1.0 1.,00 
TABLE 25e 
~Iaterial: U80 
HETHOD A,N/m2 .B n R R 
x y 
Circle Arc Test 0.297 O.g44 O.95C 
Lud l'1ik equation 1.701 %.10 8 0.4:30 
. 
Swift equation 1.065 x 108 0.1025 0.465 
Pho;tographic 1.033 1.o6~ 
Results 
Curve 7i ttine 0.303: 1.,0 1.,0 
TABLE 25f 
Ha t eri al : S /::>Ul~ '1' 
A,N/m2 . 
, 
111!:THOD B n R R % Y 
Circle Arc Test 0.290 0.890 2.80S 
Ludldk equation 1.40 % 108 0.481 
SW'ift equation 1.u52 % 10 8 0.0097 0.421 
Pho.tographic 1.0;:0 
Results: 
Curve Fitting 0.308 1.0 1.0 
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